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ADDRESSES DELEGATES

Father of the Reclamation Act
Tells of Proposed Work of

Waterways

In-La-

nd

Commis-

sion in West,
Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 3. This
was Irrigation and conservation day at
the Natlunal Irrigation congress and
there was a large attendance of delegates when, the morning session was
called to order bv Governor Chamberlain shortly before 10 o'clock. The
congress agreed that all resolutions
shall be referred to a committee .on
resolutions by title only. As a result
the debate at the outset will be shut

off.

letter from Secretary Garfield of
the Interior department was read regretting his inability to attend the congress.
United States Senator Newlands of
Nevada, a member of the Inland waterways commission, was Introduced
after the opening of the convention,
and he received a warm welcome. He
delivered an interesting uddress on the
subject wltr which the inland
commission deals.
Senutor Newlands' AdJrcss.
said that the InNewiands
Senator
land waterways commission had only
been In existence a few months. It
had been engaged thus far In the worl;
of Investigation, and had not yet forWhat
mulated Its recommendations.
he said, therefore, must be regarded
as his individual views rather than as
me conclusions or me commission,
After referring to the appointment of
the Inland waterways commission by
President Roosevelt, Senator New
lands said that the letter of Instruc
Hons from the president enjoined upon
the commission the study of all questions relating to Inland waterways,
with a view to recommending, practical legislation upon the subject. The
president's purpose was to undertake
now a plan of practical utilization, improvement and development, .which
might in the coming years be worked
out comprehensively and successfully.
"While the primary purpose of this
Inquiry," Mr. Newlands said, "Is to
facilitate water transportation. It 1.4
Impossible to perfect the machinery of
the waterways without taking inti
consideration the related questions of
of
forest preservation, of irrigation
arid land, of reclamation of swamp
land, of bank protection, and other
kindred questions.
"Whilst these questions are important," said Mr. Newlands, "the use oí
these great waterways, lakes or rivers,
for the purposes of transportation of
men and of products Is the most Im
portant. Every creek, every brook.
contributes In some degree to the vol- ume of the river or lake which would
servo as a part of the great machinery of transportation, and a thorough
and comprehensive plan of artificlal-lzln- g
waterways should be adopted
with a view of securing stability of
channel."
"It Is Impossible," the speaker continued, "to indicate now what the
form of legislation should be. Individually. I should say that some plan
In which the chiefs of the great scientific: services of the country could
be brought together In a national
board of public works, with power to
make comprehensive plans, and to
work them out gradually, might be fie
most 'efficient way. I cannot lmag! lean organisation more perfect than nun
which would Include the chief of tho
engineer corps of the army, the dh
tor of the geological survey, the director of our coast and geodetic
vey, our Panama canal service, our
reclamation service, the chiefs of our
forestry service, and of the bureaus of
soils. Such a board would mold into
unity of action these great services,
each of which Is now engaged In some
form of study and work relating to
and waterways; and there could be
created a fund similar to the reclamation fund, which could be placed under their control. Their work could
In a measure, be made
by tolls, charges for water power,
and other means of revenue. Their
action would over all questions relating to the Improvement of harbors and
rivers, the construction of canals, th
development of water power, and all
the related questions of Irrigation,
reclamation, forestry, soil treatment,
etc. Their action would not be spasmodic and disjointed, as has been the
action of congress upon these subject i;
plana
but great and comprehensive
could be Inaugurated, which they
could gradually work out within the.
limits of the fund created by congressional action.
"The people of the United States
are awakening to tho necessity of utilizing the national power for the proWe
motion of the general welfare.
nationalize banking and currency because we realized the folly of having
as many different financial systems
us there were states, the danger of
Inflation nnd panic arising from care
less and Inconsiderate state action. We
ratlonullzed Irrigation because we saw
the futility of subjecting the treatment
of the sources, the WHter sheds and
the volleys, of streams flowing through
several states, to the localized action of
the Indlvllual states. We realized that
every great river must be treated as
a unit, regardless of the stute lines,
and that the action of the Union on
national lilies was therefore essential.
We nationalized the quarantine be.
cause we realized that the health and
safety of the entire nation might be
endangcrfd by the carelessness or th
Indifference of a single state. We aro
how taking up the question of nationalizing the development of the Inland
waterways embracing hikes and rivers
and connecting canals, and Including
nil th related questions of forestry,
of Irrigation, of chsnH opening, as
well its navigation; nnd the south, in
this, latter movement Is taking thrt
lend for national action, realizing, ns
it loe, that the promotion of Inter-Mand foreign commerce was one nf
the primary causes of th hnlon of the
states as a nation.
"The demand for national action ns
to water transportation will Include
A

i

al

action regarding railway
national
transportation, and will necessitate
the creation by the nation of the great
corporations which are to handle this
great commerce.
Under national incorporation, the
questions relating to inland water
ways, railway and ocean transportation will be solved. There will be
great corporations, whose lines will
extend from the Atlantic to the Pa
cific, and others whose lines will extend from the lakes to the gulf. Such
corporations
will, in transporting
bulky product's, utilize the inland waterways, through
steamboats' and
barges constructed for that purpose.
They will own great steamship lines,
which will carry our products to all
the markets of the world. They will.
subject to the approval of the Inter
state commerce commission, be ena
bled to make such joint rates by land
and sea as will make their ships profitable, notwithstanding the Increased
cost of American construction and administration. There will be no need ot
ship subsidy to advance our merchant
marine. These corporations will be
under full governmental
control.
Their Issue of stock and bonds will
subject
approval
to
of
be
the
national
officials. The national legislation covering them will guard not only the Interests of the shippers and producers,
but also the interests of the railway
investor, whose investments should be
atable and should be free from the caprice of the stock market.
It will
the
embrace the relations between
providemployes,
and
railroads
their
ing for the conciliation of disputes and
the adjustment of difficulties. It will
recognize the fact that they are public servants, entitled to a fair compensation for their service. It will frankly
recognize the economic necessity of
consolidation and combination,
and
the essentially monopolistic character
of the business and will regulate consolidation, combination and monopoly
with a true regard for the interests of
the public served by it, the property
rights of the capital employed in It,
and the human rights of the labor employed by It.
"We cannot take a broad view of
the powers of the national government as related to carriers by water
and refuse to recognize those powers
as relating to carriers by mail. Transportation is a national question. Th
common carriers engaged In Interstate
and foreign commerce must be national agents. The laws creating them
must be the laws of the nation. The
regulations which control them must
be the regulations of the nation."
The address on the conservation of
the forest resources of the nation was
delivered by Gifford Plnchot, United
States forester. Later there were re
sponses by representatives of the na
tional organization. Another feature
of tne mining 8PS.son was an ad- dress on the national forest policy by
former Governor Pardee of California,
The afternoon session was devoted
principally to addresses. Dr. W. J.
Ma gee of the federal bureau of solln,
and one of the members of the inland
waterways commission was one of the
principal speakers.

RAILROADS. SEEK TO
EVADE RATE LAW.
Minnesota
Komis Ask Injunction
Against Slate Authorities.
St. Paul. Minn., Sept. 3. Judge
William Lochren in the United States
district court today began the hearing of the argument In the matter of
the application of stockholders of
in Minnesota
railroad corporations
for a temporary injunction restrain
ing the Btate from attempting to en
force the community rates contained
In the law passed by the legislature
passcn
last winter, and the two-ceger rate law, nnd also the merchandise rates ordered by the railroad
commission last year. The hearing
today is an application for a tern"
porary Injunction pending final Judgment.
nt
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Paris, Sept. 8. Admiral Philibert,
cabling yesterday, reports that a serious engagement occurred on Sunday,
when a large force of Moors was dispersed by the French troops. The
French cruisers Glare and Guerdon
participated in the engagement, firing
sixty shells.
Four 'French soldiers
were wounded. The fanatics fought
with reckless bravery, but were eventually forced to retire under the repeated sweeping charges of the French
soldiers and the withering fire from
the warships in the harbor.
The fighting was started by the
Arabs attacking a French reconnolter-In- g
party, which had been sent out
and which was speedily reinforced
with five companies of infantry and
two batteries
of artillery.
Detachments of Spahls, African Hussars and
the Irregular Algerian cavalry also
participated In the engagement. The
French force, Admiral Philibert reports, behaved wlththe greatest gallantry.
The Moors lost heavily, but the exact extent of their losses cannot bo
ascertained.

New York, Sept.; 3. That the national conference on trusts and combinations, which Is to be held In
in October, will create unusual
Interest already Is 'apparent.
Scores

X.i-hu- m

-
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Robert Martin, Ihe well known merchant of Kngle, N. M., who has been
In Albuquerque for several days, will
return home this week, after attending to business connected with the articles of Incorporation of tho Kngle
Supply company, which Is to take over
his business.
The Kngle. Supply company, Is capitalized at t r.O.iHio, and will do a general merchandise business In Kngle
and In that vicinity. Its directors are
Hubert Martin, Mrs. Anna Kuldwln
and William W. Martin,
Mr. Martin stated lust night that
tho sheep and rattle owners of Kngle
are all feeling good, ns the range Is
In splendid condition as a result of the
recent ruins. The work on Ihe Kngle
dam by the federal reclamation Service
Is still' going on.

Denver. Colo., Sept. 3. W. P. Fel-kand K. V. Iiuscy were thrown
from their cars In a fifty mile endurance race at Overland park yesterday
Felker's machine left th track at
a tangent, hurling the driver Into a
post. The accident was due to the
giving away of a tire.
Hasey was riding with Phil Kirk,
a Chicago driver. The hind tire of
Kirk's machine slipped off on a turny
and both men were thrown out.
whs hurt and Kirk was trying to
nnnth- iha li'ni.b ..
.i...... ioiii r.,.m
illitK
ii
er car rounded the curve and run over
Kirk against the
Dasey, throwing
fence. Dnsey wns Instantly killed.
The catastrophe will probably end
automobile racing In lienver, us G. A.
Wahlgrén, secretary of the association,
says It will be the last.

Important
legal proceeding, which will have a
result, was called at the
federal building today. The case Is
a suit In equity brought by the government In St. IaiiiIs against the
Standard oil company by which the
government seeks to dissolve
the
Stundard Oil company of New Jersey
anil enjoin It from receiving rebates
and discrimination In rates.
Franklin Ferrlss,
Former Judge
appointed by the United States circuit court of St. Iuls, will sit os
master to hear the testimony. Frank
It. Kellogg, of SI Paul, has been appointed deputy attorney general for
til purpose of conducting the examination of witnesses. The hearing was
postponed until Thursday morning.
i
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Odessa, Sept. 3. The black hundred today suffered a severe blow by
the closing of the grain bourse, anil
the threat of the bunkers to suspend
further transactions as a protest
against the
outrages of
September L when three men were
fifty
or
sixty
killed and
wounded. The
disorders of February last were followed by similar steps, and the commercial life of the city was, for a
lime, completely paralyzed.

Th Hague, Sept. 3. General Horace
Poller, of the American delegation to
the peace conference, led his proposal
for the peaceful collection of contractual debts to practically an unanimous
approval at today's session of
lie
committee of examination. At the
conclusion
of the meeting General
Porter was the recipient of numerous
hearty congratulations on the success
of his efforts.
The importance of this American
proposition, it Is pointed nut, lies In

'.'hi-cag- o

of letters from men! prominent In the
various pursuits have been rvehvd
by the National Civic federation, under whose ausDlcesjthe cor f'rence In
to be héld. Almostiwithout exception
the expressions of, the
vr!n iN arc
writers are highly commendatory,
and the opinion that great go id will
esult from the exchange of Ideas appears to be general. Anion.? iIhp
who have written In this vein are ihe
Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott, I) D., editor
of The Outlook; Samuel G vnpers.
president of the American F d mthv!
of Labor: Richard Watson (ill ler, editor of The Century: John Mitchell,
president of the United Mine Workers
of America; Judge Peter G. Gr tsscu j,
of Chicago; Hishop Henry C PnUer,
Charles G. Dawes, the Chicago banker; John M. Stahl, president of the
Farmers' National congress, and
J. Hachelder, grand mas n- - of 'he
National Orange.
Lr. Abbott in his letter voices the
sentiment which runs through .ill tho
SIXTAX'K TROOPS WON'T
communication when he says. "Tlds is
MARCH WITHOUT MONEY a time when we need light, not Ilea."
Berlin, Sept. 3. Official reports Nearly all the writers believe that the
from Fez say that Sultan Abdul A7.iz greatest good will come from the wide
hás not left the capital for Rabat, ow publicity which will be given the trust
ing to his Inability to pay the troops, i question as a result of open discussion
who refuse to march without assur- by the leaders of thought v.'hi will
"It
ance that their pay will be forth- take part In tho conference.
seems to me fundamentally true,"
coming.
writes Dr. Abbott, "that the InterestsSPANISH SQUADHOV
of the railroads, the shippers and the
ORDERED TO MOROCCO general public are essentially one, and
Madrid, Sept. 3. A special dispatch that It Is of the utmost Importance
from Bilbao received here today an- that men representing all these classes
compare views
nounced that the Spanish squadron should get together,
there had been ordered to sail for and endeavor to come to some agren-meto
general
principles hv
as
the
Fereol whence It is reported it will
which these . vuiHimi!, inttrosts can lti
proceed to Moroccan waters.
best served."
Mr. Gilder believes that "this talk
AMERICAN MISSIONARIES
FORCED TO FLEE FROM FEZ will help to bring calmness nnd coolTangier. Sept. 3. On hearing of the ness to the public mind, and Heaven
determination of the American mis- knows It needs them."
Judge Grosscup says that It Is full
sionaries, Messrs. Clinton, Reed and
Knyert, to remain In Fez, while all time that the corporations, "which
the other Europeans were leaving for have grown up as developments of our
the coast, the populace of Fez became business life without much reference
convinced that these misguided Chrls- - to their relation to the people ns In
tlans were not genuine Americans at stitutions of and for the people,, be
all, but were French spies In disguise. looked into as institutions of anil for
Hishop Potter believes
In consequence of the hostility of the the people."
populuce to everything French these that by "bringing the whole subject of
corporations into
stubborn pioneers of Christianity were the administration of
compelled to abandon their work In the light we may lie assisted by Ihe
of
Intelligence
the
land" In clearthat city and ore now traveling ncross best
which
country, bound for Tangier.
Hopes ing up a subject concerning
are entertained that they may have there Is "so much ignorance nnd so
reached Alcazar In safety. Since Sat- much curious misapprehension." That
will be productive of
urday all communication with tho In- the conference Chat
It will allow all
terior has been suspended, and tiding:) much good In
of the fugitive Americans are awaited sides to meet and freely express their
with anxiety. The exodus of Europeans opinion on what he regards as one. of
the greatest subjects has to deal with,
upil Jews from Tangier continues.
I
the opinion iff President Uompers.
John Mitchell also sees much possible
SPAIN TO OCCUPY
HALF DOZEN TOWN'S good In open and free discussion. Mr.
Paris, Sept. 3. Dispatches from Dawes regards the calling of the conMadrid to La Liberte says that Spain, ference at this time as a highly useful
He believes that the
In accordance with the agreement ar- piece of work.
the
rived at with France, has decided to Industrial problems confronting
country today demand consideration
occupy Melilla, Tangier, Tetuan, Klur-asof
by
The
nation.
the
the best brains
nnd Kasrrel, guaranteeing securquestions to be discussed at the conity of Europeans until the Internaby President
are
declared
ference
tional police are organized.
Stahl, of the Farmers' congress, to be
"the most Important pressing for soCOMMERCE COMMISSION
our people today."
lution before
Master Hachelder believes it Is
TO PROBE CAR SHORTAGE Grand
time "for serious people to l incus the
trust problem, when President Roosevelt and the law officers of the govFranklin K. Lane lo Tour West to In- ernment, whose duty It Is to enforce
vestigate! Road.
act, openly
the Sherman anti-trusay that under It the business of the
Washington, D. C, Sept 3. Inter- country cannot be done today withstate Commerce Commissioner F. K. out violating It."
Lane will leave- - Washington tomor- HUNDREDPERisiTlN
row for a protracted tour of the west,
which is likely to bear Important reFLOODS IN JAPAN
sults. In addition to looking Into the
matter of how thoroughly certuln big
ranroaii sysiems nave Deen living up
Tokio, Japan, Sept.' 3. The followto the
provisions of the
statement of the loss
rate law, Mr. Iane will devote par- ing Is the official
caused by the reticular attention to the car shortage of life and damage
floods: Killed, 348; Injured, 70;
situation1 with a view to preventing a cent
buildings destroyed,
recurrence of the deplorable condi- missing, 173;
destroyed, 1,37;
partially
1,337;
tions of last winter.
washed away, 3.142; flooded. 173. 33;
Mr. Lane's visit will Include pracbroken, 1,570; bridges
tically every part of the west, and he embankments
Intends, as far as poslble, to visit washed away, 97ti.
every city of Importance, In his quest
for Information regarding the actions
of the railroads,
their manner of
handling freight, whether rebating Is AUTO RACE ENDS III
done or not, and also whether there
is discrimination ns to shippers.
This
latter feature will take In the coal
currying roads.

STANDARD MONOPOLY
3.

I

J

ijfllEF IN STORE
FOR COAL
IIS

Withering Shell Fire From the Representatives of Capital ana Secures Unanimous Vote In GRAIN MARKETS AT
Two Hundred Special Agents
ODESSA SUSPEND
Warships Too Much for the Labor to Discuss Important Favor of Peaceful Collection
at Work in West Gather EvMoorish Fanatics, Admiral
idence That May Send Mine
Question Under Auspices of of Contractu ral Debts by the Action Taken ?s Protest Against Ou(.
rages on Jewish People.
Philibert Reports,
National Civic Federation,
Owners to Prison.
Committee of Examination,.

Two Men Thrown to Death
From Flying Cars In Endurance Contest at Denver,

New York, Sept.

IHVU J WLM

c,

TROOPS AT CASA BLANCA

anti-reba-

i

I

V

New Ambassador Sails Willi Taft.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 3.
Thomas J. o'Krien, the new ambassaNATIONAL CONGRESS
GENERAL PORTER DOES
dor to Japan, departed today for Seat-ti- ADMINISTRATION PLANS
whence he will sail for Tokio. At
CALLED IN CHICAGO
SWEEPING PROSECUTION
GOOD WORK AT HAGUE Seattle he will loin the party of Secretary of War Taft.

3.
Labor
San Francisco, Sept.
union violence added one more victim
to Its list at an early hour this morning, when Policeman Edward W. McCartney was shot and killed at Twenty-fourth
and Folsom streets while engaged in quelling an Incipient riot.
John J. Tansey, a striking motor-maIs under arrest for the murder,
and has been Identified as McCartney's
slayer by Policeman P. J. Mitchell,
Into whose arms the dying officer fell.
Mitchell's account of the crime Isas
follows: At 3:30 a. m. a crowd of
union men, street car strikers and
sympathizers, who had been winding
up a celebration of Labor day In
neighboring saloons, were Incited to
riot by Tansey and a companion whom
the police have not yet captured.
Tunsey has been doing union picket
duty since tho strike was declared
against the United Railroads last May.
A few minutes later as they Btood together on the street corner, Tansey
and his companion reappeared. "The
men wont trouble," said Mitchell to
McCartney. The words had scarcely
left his lips when Tansey pulled a pistol from his pocket and fired at them.
McCartney fell dying Into Mitchell's
arms.
ENGLE SUPPLY COMPANY
' The second time Tansey fired the
gave
chase
bullet went wide. Mitchell
TO DO BIG BUSINESS
but the strikers escaped.
Tansey was later arrested at hMl
lodgings. He denied his guilt.
Ca pi tallied at 1.10,000 will Take
Over Extensive UiihIiicss of Rolx-r- t
SUIT TO DISSOLVE
Ma1ln.
n,

ci-plainlu-

PROPOSITION

h,

Labor Day Celebration In San
Francisco Winds Up With an
Early Morning Tragedy,

'j

BEATEN SEEKING LIGHT UNITED STATES

LIVELY

N

Inspector, was sent to the scene of .O
complaint.
. A
, iiiii: tl.A
U'hllu
v
nut .ii.Li.Inii v .....a f..,,'.
iiiir i.,.1.1.1.
i. ui.
g
be generally true, the person
had no evidence to point to
the men presumably behind the traffic, and Mr. Hraun was unable to get
evidence sufficient for rhe government
to proceed upon. He is now engaged
in an inspecliiin of conditions along
.
the Mexican border.
Upon a complaint from Phoenix,
Ariz., Secretary Straus recently Inimmigration officials
structed the
along the Mexican border carefully to
Investigate the white slave traffic alleged to be maintained for the benefit
of .mining towns and cities through
the west.

" 4
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BATTLESHIP FLEET
ON PRACTICE CRUISE

the principle which it establishes,
rather than In its application, which
may be very seldom. General Porter
met all the objections to the proposition with able and exhaustive arguments, and finally bronchi all i"
countries represented, debtor ns well
ns creditor countries, into line, with
the single exception of Switzerland,
which is neither a debtor nor creditor
country. There Is reason to believe,
however, that even the Swiss government will slyn the convention 'with a
reservation as to jurisdiction.
Dr. Drafto, while he cast the vote of
the Argentine republic In favor of
General Porter's proposal, for the reason that it establishes obligatory arbitration on all matters relating to'
contractual debts, declared that Argentina maintained her original views
on 'he subject.
Only thirteen
countries, Including
Hrazil, Mexico and Argentina,
were
represented on the committee of examinations, and
General Porter's
proposition, as it has been modified,
must be submitted for approval by
the plenary committee on arbitration,
upon which all the nation
having
delegates at the present conference
are represented.
The Austrian
proposition In the
matter of obligatory arbitration, wan
praetiiu'ly wr'ried y today's vole, as
the majority which supported It was
smaller than that which supported the
Hrltish proposition on the same subject.
There will probably be a plenary
silting of the entire conference September 7.

Washington.
3.
Sept.
Admiral
lCvuns bus taken his battleship fleet
on u cruise northward from Hampton
Roads. He started yesterday, leading
the way with his flagship, the Con
necticut. His announced destination
Is Cape Cod.
It Is understood at the
navy department that the fleet will
make no haste In going north, but w ill
engage In drills and various kinds of
fleet und squadron maneuvers on the
cruise. The target practice Is to be
gin next Monday, and this will be the
last opportunity the big ships will
have to test their great guns before
they drop anchor

in

Magdalena bay

on the western coast of the continent

some time

in

the early spring.

TOBACCO TRADES
EXPOSITION IN NEW YORK
New York, Sept. 3. Persons who
believe tobacco to be "a filthy weed"
will carefully avoid Madison Square
this week, where the second National
Tobacco Trades exposition was opened today. .The exhibits are the most
extensive of their kind ever shown,
and Illustrate the evolution of the narcotic from the seed to the various
products. Smoking contests, to be held
t::rh afternoon and evening, will bo
a novel feature
of the exposition,
and handsome prizes will be awarded
the winners.
Uncle Sam has given official cognizance of the show by sending a comprehensive exhibit from the department of agriculture, including smoking and testing machines, sued separators, seed bed sterilizers und tho
paraphernalia used by the government experts in their researches and
experiments. These experts ure scat
tered throughout the tobacco grow ing
sections, ami tne government recompenses the grower in case of loss
through the experiments of the ex
perts.
Potted plants of everv variety of tobacco are Included among the exhibits
at the exposition. There Is also an
extensive exhibit of the numerous
kinds of machinery used In the manufacture of smoking and chewing tobaccos, cigars and cigarettes. Including
a cigarette machine In motion which
turns out thousands of tho paper "coffin nails" every day. Several Turkish cigarette makers, both men and
girls, clad in their native costumes,
also illustrate the methods of hum!
manufacture. A rare und unique display of pipes of ail countries and
times is shown.

MB HI
IN COLLISION

Excursion Vessel Strikes Fishing Vessel in Delaware River;
Panic Narrowly Avcited,
Philadelphia. Sept. 3. The Krlck-so- n
line steamer Lord lull more, from
Haltlmore to this city, carrying several
hundred excursionista from Jamestown to this city, collided with the
fishing schooner Annie Godfrey, In the
Delaware river, near Kdgernere. today. The stern of the sailing vessel
was cut off und one of the crew of
the steamer was knocked overboard,
but was rescued by the crew of the
schooner. When the vessels crushed
there was a panic among the passen
gers, many or whom tried to jump
overboard. The excellent discipline of
the crew and presence of mind of the
officers of the steamer averted what
might asily have been a catastrophe.
The steamer continued on her way to
Philadelphia, but the schooner was
compelled
to dock at Wilmington,

GERMANY CELEBRATES
SURRENDER

OF SEDAN

Rerlln. Sept. S. All fcermnny Joined yesterday In the great celebration of
the

thirty-sevent-

battle

h

unnlversary of the

of Sedan, when Napoleon

III.

and the French army surrendered to
the Prussluns. A grand review of the
troops by the kaiser took place at
Posen, Inaugurating the annual maneuvers of the German army. Military
representatives of all nations will witDel.
ness the drills and practice, the delegation from the United States Includ-in- f
Mrlgadler General W. S. Kdgerly,
Major C. W. Wlllcox, Captain R. K. U
WAR Oil
Mlchle and Captain George II. Shel-toThe American officers represent
the several urnis of tho service.
The
Kaiser maneuver will
be the most Important of the series,
und will be noteworthy for exhaustive
trials of Innovations in war methods.
The lew military airships will be
given thorough trials. l.icycles will
be cmplo.vcd In executing surprise
infantry. They will carry
Immigration Service Enlists a machineon guns,
with a view to ascerwhether they can be satisfacWoman In Difficult Task In taining
torily substituted for cavalry. Itudlo- graph!" telephones will also be largely
Which Regular Agents Failed experimented with, and armor-cla- d
towers contu'nln rapid fire guns on
revolving pl.itforms will be conspicuapWashington, Sept. 3. With the
ous during ihn n uneuvers.
pointment temporarily to the ImmiKTUtlon service1 of Miss Helen M. Hlll- - yi:sti;rd.y's mask ham, ;amk.s.
lls, of New York, who rwentlv has
American
been connected with the Travelers' Aid
0; St.
Cleveland.
At Cleveland
society, the government will bend Its
energies toward detection of the sys- Louis. I.
Philgame:
First
At Philadelphia
tematized ."white nlii "e, truffle" beadelphia. 15; Washington. Ii. Second
lieved to exist In the United States.
;
Washington,
Thus far the ImmUrutlon service game: Philadelphia,
has been unable In make any headway I.
At New York First game: New
ugaliiKt the evil.
Miss Hullls has repSecond game.
resented to Commissioner Genera! York, 2: Hostoti. 3.
Sargent, head of the Immigration ser- New York, 10; Huston, S.
At Chicago Chicago. 6: Detroit, 8.
vice,' that she will be able to gain
National Is'iigiM.
the evidence necessary to check the
At. St. Louis St. Units, 0; ChiImportation of women nnd girls for
Immoral purposes and to bring to Jus- cago, 5.
,
At New York First game:
tice' the men who are getting rich
Second game!
2; Hrooklyn, 0.
through the infamous business.
against the white New York, 0; Hrooklyn, 1.
The campaign
At Pittsburg Pittsburg, i; Cincinslave traffic has been given Impetus
by Oscar S. Straus, the secretary of nati. 4.
Huston
At
commerce and labor, who Is resolved
that, If the traffic can be arrested Kanip postponed on account of wet
grounds.
through bis efforts, It shall lie done.
Western licoutie.
The department of commerce and
ago
At rueblo Pueblo, II; Pes Mollies
a
few weeks
from
labor received
the Japanese and Korean Kxcluslon 1- .garim
At Denver Ditiver-Ortmh- a
league In the northwest s communication setting forth that there Misled postponed on necmint ,,f the f.'iiluto
an exlensi' e traffic of Japanese wmii-e- ,.f Ihe Omaha team to arrive In time
Marcus Hraun, an Immigration (o plsy.
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Washington, Sept. 3. Secret agents
of the department of Justice have for
several months been Investigating tha
coal business In the western states, notably In Utah, Colorado, New Mexico
and Wyoming, and ns a reault a series
of criminal prosecutions on an extensive scale are to be instituted against
.several big corporations which. It Is
alleged, huve gobbled up the fuel supply in these states.
Two hundred special agents have
been at work for two years gathering
the evidence on which these prosecutions will be mised, and It is said that
district attorneys and special assistants
to the attorney general are ready to
bring the cases before federal grand
Jurie In various western cities as soon
as the courts convene for the fall
terms.
The government alms to secure Jail
sentences uguinst those Implicated in
the alleged conspiracies In restraint
of trade. The defendants In the proposed suits include not only the millionaire operators of the coal mines,
but wholesale und retail dealers In the
various cities. These local dealers are
charged with entering Into contracts
with the mine owners which give them
the exclusive privilege of handling the
products of the mines In the various
districts, thus practically eliminating
competition In the coal business and
enabling them to fix the price at whatever figure they cure to churge.
In addition to the prosecutions for
conspiracy In restraint of trude, the
government proposes to bring actions
to test the title of several companies
to the mineral lands on which their
mines are located. The Investigation
has demonstrated thut an enormous
acreage of mineral lands has passed
unlawfully into the hands of individuals and corporations and that the
coal supply of Utah, Colorado, New
Mexico and Wyoming Is now owned
almost completely by three or four
big corporations.
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Precincts of the Exposition
Resound With the Cheerful
"Yea, Yea" of the High Flying Order,
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 3. The annual'
convention of the Grand Aerie of ihe
Fraternal Order of Kagles convened
here today with an attendance of upward of 1,000 delegates from every
state and from Canada, and a total
garnering or more than 15,000 visitors.
Kesponses to addresses of welcome
by Governor Swanson and Mavor Kld- dlck, of Norfolk, was mada by Theodore A. Bell, of California, and Dele.
gate Carey Smith, of Spokane, Wash.
Grana Worthy Vice President, Tlieoi- (tore A. Bell, of California, and S. B.
Wadsworth. of Council Bluffs, Iowa.
are candidates for president. Seattle
will secure the 1908 convention.
The program for today was devoted
entirely to the reception of the Incoming Kagles. Special Committees
met bouts, trains and ferries and escorted tha visitors to the Kagles'
home, where badges and credential
were distributed. The grand aerie
held a preliminary business seailon In
the armory. The grand parade will be
held Thursday, which has been denominated Kagles' day at the Jamestown fair. Grand Worthy President
Kdward Krausu will preside at all
business sessions. A six days' program has been mapped out that for
elaboration and entertainment excels
that of any convention held In Norfolk this year.

NEW DEÑÁTÜREDÑSlCOHCt.
LAW BECOMES EFFECTIVE
Washington, Sept. 3. New laws
regulating the manufacture of denatured alcohol, and authorizing the establishment of central denaturing
bonded warehouses oilier than those
at distilleries, went Into effect today.
It Is hoped by government official
that the Industry will be given Impetus by the new regulations. Up to this
time the results under the denatured
alcohol law have been disappointing.
The measure became operative January 1, of this ye nr. and during the
first month ü3,Gti4 gallons of denatured alcohol were manufactured.
Inning the following month the production was only 294,696 gallons, and
since then the output has steadily decreased until now it averages about
liS.ouo gallons a month.
tin Ihe face of the statistics the constantly lowering production Is not encouraging to Ihe believers In denatured alcohol, although they have not
yet given up hope. It Is the belief
of the Internal revenue officers that
the use of alcohol will gradually become more general,
nnd that the
amended lav will result In the estabmanufacturing
lishment of small
plants all over the country.
President's Vnrnllon I'.n Is on 2."lh.
Oyster Ray, Sept. 3. It wiii announced today that President l!ooe-v'- )t
will leave for WoKhlnftb'n
September IT., iimteild of the L'HIh. mi
have a day In Washington before
sinning on bis
aid somhern
trip on September 'i.
wi-l- crn
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enees It 4s evident that previous rains
had brought down a great deal of
sediment which had partly. If not entirely filled the ditch, so that when this
flood came it had but to break down
the bank, on the north side of the
ditch, and this was done with the first
rush of the flood, and let all the
down through the town. It
has been a good many years since the
town was so flooded, and made the
think of their younger days.
The main street was a wild flood of
water, but It got into none of the
places of business, excépt a little Into
the dining room of the Vendóme hotel, and a hastily constructed dam at
the opening in the back yard stopped
this. The water did not get deepenough
to run into the depot, but got a start
into the express oftie; and would have
flooded that place only Agent Seltz
got busy with a shovel, and threw up
á
the doors. Most of the-Water came down the two narrow
utreets next to the Eagle drug store
and the Roberts and Leahy store, and
cut up the streets considerably. The
water brought down a great amount of
adobe dirt, which carired easily, and
when the current stopped it settled
and left a vast .coating of mud which
Was
extremely disagreeable. If the
tiordsburg and Hachita road would
put In some larger culverts to the
south of where the present ones are,
they would carry5 off a great deal of
the water that Is now brought to the
ditch where it is not well prepared
to stand it.

been exhausted by recent demands. It CITY
ta also true thrv
h supply of money
has been rendered Inadequate to a
large extent by high prices In all
commodities If we are to return to
more permanent conditions it aeema
AT
Inevitable that some reaction must follow here; not to the extent to which
has been experienced in Wall ntxeet,
but still to a substantially lower level
than no exists. Such a decline. If
well distributed, and brought about
10
gradually, would place our industries
Enupon a more substantial footing.
terprise is unquestionably checked by
high costs of production quite as much
as by monetary restraints,
and a INTERESTING REPORT
moderate recession of such values
would afford substantial relief in all
BY CITY PHYSICIAN
quarters.
Operations In the stock market
should lie conducted with great care.
CORTELYOU HELPS TO
While the worst in respect to liquida- Engineer Submits Blue Prints
tion is probably over, the market is
REVIVE CONFIDENCE still exposed to further flurries. The
of Seyv,er Plans Bunch of
manner in which the late drastic decline has been met, Li splendid eviMonthly Repufls to City
soundness;
and
Announced Policy of Treasury dence' of inherent
while. the damage has been severe In
Council.
quarters, there has at no time
Department to Help Out in some
been any indication of a general colin credit or panic in values. Tho
The death rate in the city of AlbuCrop Moving Period Brings lapse
market Is righting itself, though it is querque
population o?
questionable if the process is yet com- 15,000, is on6.6 estimated
per thousand, according
Ray of Hope to Wall Street, plete. We are also approaching a pethe monthly report of City Physiriod of doubt as to the maintenance to
cian Cams, which was submitted to
recently
of
When
dividends.
increased
Morning Journal. 1
council Tuesday night. The report
ISnecbil Correspondence
this doubt Is settled, and when mon- the
which Is now made out in a new and
Xtw York, Auk. 31. Some Improve- etary prospects Improve, then we may compact
form, with mortality statisment can be recorded In the financial hope for a more permanent chango for tics given after the Kertlllon system,
In
market,
but
the
better
the
stock
situation, which was due partly to
shows that for the month ending Auhardly before.
HEXKY CLEW'S.
were twenty-seve- n
gust 31 there
Influ-nc- e.
partly to the satis,
RECKLESS
deaths in' the city. This would makj
factory policy of Secretary Cortelyou,
;raft
liiillclnicnis
stand.
18; and
per
thousand,
rate
the
death
and pfirtly to the efforts to takf up the
San Francisco, Sept. 3. A motion excluding
and sick
new forty million New York City bond made
by attorneys representing Pat- brought In, gives the rate of 6.6 per
insue, which Indicates) reviving
well
Mullalv,
rick
Thorn
Calhoun.
discontagious
After such n violent reac- Tlrey I.. Ford, William Abbott, K. K. 1.000. No new cases of
TO APPEAR AT
were reported. There were fifeases
tion a has been experienced durln? Schmitz.
Ruef, Frank teen children born during the month.
Abraham
the present month, a partial recovery Oruni. Kugene DeSabla, John Martin
was to be expected; because liquidaCity Marshal's Keport.
Louis Glass, to set aside, dismiss
tion had been excecdinKly" thoroiiRh. and
The monthly report of the city marthe various bribery indictn-ment- s
and
the purchase of an important and quash
against them, was today denied shal showed arrests made, 106; meals
ESTANCIA
Hliort interest contributed to the rally.
served, 327; fines collected, $665.
Whether liquidation hast reached the by Superior Juijge Lawier.
Ilcslgns.
WelnJrl
end or not, it is somewhat premature
In submitting milk analyst for the"
Noted IiKilan Dead.
Much depends upon th
to decid.-- .
Vlnltn, I. T. Sepft 3. General month of August, City Chemist John
fuure course of the money market.
The credit situation ban undoubtedly Pleasant Porter, the noted chief of Welnzlrl presented his resignationof and Carnival Compahy Will
Enter
the
greatly Improved by recent liqui- the Creek Indian nation, died this recommended John R. "Watson
a stroke of par- University as his successor to the
dation, ntnl this of itself should afford morning following
Peóplé óf the' Valley at
; tain
years. Second
substantial relief. The outlook, how alysis, ae sixty-si- x
Re i ir t of Building InsM'Ctor.
ever, for tine money market continues Chief Moty Tiger will succeed him r.s
the Big Torrance County Fair
The report of A. M. Whitcomb,
uncei tain. High rates are likely pre- chief of the nation.
building, light and fuel inspector, for
vail through the balance of this year.
the month showed building permits is
thoiiKh it Is to be hoped the extrem
HUNDREDS HURT IN
That the fair committee of the
sued, 6; reported valuation, $2,750; 20
flKurcd reached two or three years uko
club believes that the best
plumbing certificates, 16 electric in- will not be repeated. Nevertheless, it
BAD
WRECK
TRAIN
pections; 7 street and alleyopenings. none too good for the people of the
is Idle to conceal the fact that there is
more or bsi anxiety concerning the
City IlnRliieer'H Report.
Estancia valley, is proven by the fact
monetary sliuation. Very shortly we FveurMoii Special on Canadian Pacific
City Engineer Gladding reported lin.i that they have thiit week signed a con.
thall be in the midst of the crop movgiver
during
grade
for
the
month
nd
Oiert timed on Shnrp Curve.
The prospects are for
ing season.
cement slde- - tract with the manager of the Hatcher-Ru983.5 feet of
average crops, if we escape early
tic
Two
monuments ssell
sandstone
shows to bring In a comalks.
frost, and as farm values are upon an
Orangevlile, Ontario, Sept. 3. A have been placed at street Intersec plete line of street shows, together
unusually high level, the moneaiy Canadian Pacific railway special, car- tions,
and test borings made over a
requirements this fall will inevitably,
area of the lowlands for data With several stunts both wonderful and
According to ail accounts rying over Sua passengers, bound for large
be heiivv.
oncoming the height of water planes nervy. The shows of this company
in the interior continues upon the Toronto exhibition, was wrecked
and moral, not an imnd the earth strata. The remainder are high-tone- d
all
of
an active scale, and as values
this morning at Horseshoe Falls. Six f the time available has been devoted moral or indecent act appearing
revery
high,
the
commodities are
throughout the various programs. Mr.
people were killed and over 250 In- to sewer plans.
quirements for business purposes mus! jured.
After the council meeting the clly Hatcher assured the members of thel
be correspondingly large.
they could recommen
The train left Orangevlile at 8:15 ngineer exhibited a number' of inter- - committee that
Had It not been for liquidation In
the shows to the ladles and children
sting blue prints showing cross-se- c
the stock market, the strain upon our one hour late, and the locomotive
proposed for without fear of the least insult resultmonetary resources would have been jumped the track, going down the tions of the new sewer
he trunk lines and laterals, the sewer ing therefrom, pays the Estancia New,
ti
exceedingly serious. If not disastrous. grade of the Horseshoe curve of
to appear here
demountain. Fl'o crowded cars being specially constructed so as to willAmong the other acts
As it is. the legitimate autumn
of "Reckless Kus-ell,- "
dash
the
be
carry
drainage
ordinary
the
and
up
the
piled
on
top
deof
the
locomotive.
faced,
the
be
and
mands must
dare-dev- il
d
who
a
torm water both successfully. Where
All the cars were jammed together
mands fiom financial circles will be
Tides a bicycle down a hundred foot
held in abeyance for some time to In the fierce shock. Not less than 300 the slope obtainable is very slight, a Inclined plane, arid upon leaving the
porn", the New York City bond issue passengers were in the cars that were broad shallow barrel is recommended
d
barral dge of th plane, dives into a very
being an exception. It is quite evident derailed and at leas. 250 of those with the regular
eighty-liv- e
feet
the sections where there la more phullow pool of water
that Wall street will not be able to were Injured, many fatally, and six for
slope. The blue prints were examined beneath him, the wheel falling into
were killed outright.
obtain anything like the accommodaIt Is said that the engineer was carefully by the councllmen and the a net provided for the purpose. The
tion in London with which ir has been
tak whole performance takes but about
favored for several years pavt, an trying to make up time and took the hole sewer proposition Is rapidly com- two seconds, but is one of the most
ing shape with the approaching
even Furis and Merlin are becoming curve at high speed.
thrilling sights one may witness. This
pkllon of the engineer s plans.
Fortu
shv of American borrowers.
act will be given twice dally during the
Treasurer's Report.
nately for us the strain In Kurope apPlot Victim licad.
The report of the alty treasurer four days of the fair. This act is bepears to have been partially relieved
San Francisco, Cal.. Sept. 3. Joln
ing advertised as Une of the greatest
since had It been further aggravated. Peterson, a member of the structural showed a balance September 1 of $22,- - drawing
cards of the Territorial lair
we should, have been compelled to iron workers' union who
was shot 582.83.
;n Albuquerque, following the TorClerk s Report.
part with a consldeable amount ofj yesterday during the rioting on MarThe report of City Clerk Harry V. rance county fair.
stock of gold, drain anil ket street, died this morning. Motor-ma- n
our
Mr. Hatcher will bring not less than
ee showed licenses collected for the
cotton bilis should soon be in larger
F. J. Iitihrsen, who shot Petereighty people with him in providing
month ot August of $573.75.
etipply. thus tending to discourage any son, is under attest but claims
entertainment and amusement tor the
ifMux of the precious metal. Our
citizens of the val fey and those from
of meiihanois.- continue largo la
MENELIK SENDS GIFTS
a distance who come to en toy the f.dr
volume, and at the present high prices,
va,u l1ur'B ,hc iilRt
TO KAISER WILHELMif"!8
obtained for our products, the net result should be a lontimied favorab'e
The committee has ulso arrange 1
trial balance. At the Mime time our
Hamburg. Sent. 3. An Abyssinian for a brass band, which will be here
Imports are also running heavily and
consisting of two high digni- till of the 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th of Octokeeping down the former large excest
Tuckhannock, Pa., Pent. 3. Plans mission,
of music to assist in
taries of the court of Kmperor Mone-li- ber, with plenty
of exports.
for
to
memorial
tablet
be
erected
The chief danger in the future is a at Ai ti
arrived here today on their way making the whole thing the immense
(he
will
be
at
lam
considered
it
success
should
and will be. Booths
to Berlin, where they will be received
crisis hi the money utarkM. It h 'o annru
reunion of the Survivors
will bo arranged for the display of agin
William,
return
Kmperor
tie hoped that this will tie averted as
for
the
bv
Fifteenth Pennsylvania vol- - visit paid by the German mission, ricultural products of all kinds grown
the result of past liquidation and itnti rion,infantry,
which commenced headed bv Dr. Rosen, over two years in the valley. There will be places for
through pi udet.t action by the banks. bete today. A project
for the con- - ago to the Abyssinian emperor at Ad every pumpkin and squash .f unusnal
The latter should continue to lend suliil tion of
several similar bodies of dis Abeba.
freely to all sound, going concerns.
Menellk has sent size, every tall stalk of coin, every
wMI
iris
also lie passed upon the German Emperor
a lion and a rhi heavy head of cabbage, every large
emperor
Since an undue curtailment of credit veier
Seve!
teen
represented,
are
at noceros, which have already arrived at turnip, good yielding whtlat, oats, ryo,
at this tim" might easily precipitate the r union.slates
membershln of the the zoological
miner., anana, anu me lanu Knows
gardens here.
disaster. Of coutse the blow in Wall a.soi iatloii Is The
thirty-tw- o
In
scattted
win mm imice in
exiuuu
ptieet will be felt indirectly in indusThe head of the Abyssinian mission. wmui-m-agricultural
year
;i'.u
Dining
thirty
the
last
products grown within
of
trial tul commercial circles; particu- five Members have died, and forty-fo- In an Interview here, expressed the
In
greatest
of
valley
bounds
the
the
enterprise'!, or
larly In rcKpect to
that German traders and plant- New Mexico. But
new members
hare been re hope
that is not all. Afgo to Abyssinia and assist in
would
ers
the enial gement of old ones. Wall ceive 1. Addressed
will be rrule by modernizing the country, adding that ter huving been displayed here, the
street has unquestionably pretty well ilove nor squirt. Captain
Jack Craw this was the particular wish of the best of everything will be selected and
discounted all unfavorable conditions ford, "the poet scout," fleueral
Sam
Mid
Abyssinian emperor, who desired to sent to the Territorial fair at Albufurther reactions in necurltlc uel i ehw enck and other well known
Estancia valley prod
might to bring prompt rallies. The iue- establish a consulate In Herlln as soon querque, where carry
ucts will again
off first premium
commodity markets, however, hav
as he was able to do so.
vegetables.
on
They have done so In
not i.h'iwn any general tendency to re.
Is
no reason that
past
and there
the
Ixmi the ÍAtop Artist Killed.
cede I rom the present uhnormally ANTWERP STEVEDORE
high lev I. Costs of production have
Jefferson. Ia., Sept. 3. While at they, will not do so this year. Kenp
STRIKERS START RIOT tempting to loop the loop from a 1(10- - your weather eye on the valley.
been greatly enhanced by the rise in
foot Incline, Gorman, of Illinois, broKe
labor commodities.
Tills fact has
the handle bars of his bicycle this SHOT HIS OWN WIFE:
more o do with the present stringency
Ar werp, Sept. 3.
Violence of the afternoon, and fell to the pavement.
in money than Is generally supposed.
locked out dock laborers und of those a distance of flftv feet. Many people
COURT RELEASES HIM
who went out In sympathy Increased attending the street fair fainted when
1)0 l oo Open Your Mouth
in ft: eat proportion when at least u Gorninn fell. He was picked up with
doze i persons. Including strike-brea- k
his skull frightfully crushed, and ho Interesting Story of Lorenzo Gutierrez,
Like a youug bird and gulp down what
ers i nd members of crews of HUnm enn not live til! morning.,
Who Wrs on TtM for Assault
ever food or medicine may bo offered you? ers, .vere attacked and badly wound
Aii.onn Justice of the IVace.
.liipnneso to Sulwldl.e Korea.
Or, do you want to know goiiieihlng o( the ed.
Police churged, firing revolvers
rioters, who dispersed, only to
Tokio. .Sept. 3. The slate council
c in io! lion Hid character of that which at
to adopted today. In principle, Marquis
Troops are ordered
you Uko Into your stomach whether u
The discharge of Lorenzo Gulterrez
mobilize loiiioi row and gatherings of Ito's policy as to Korea, under wnicn from assault with Intent
food or medicine'
to kill by
subsidy
from
of
grnnt
a
persons
will
more
are
five
Japan
than
forbidden.
ilo-- t
intelligent and sensible people
Justice Rice was made with the comannually,
$1,500,000
to
H.OUO.dOO
mon consent of every one who heard
s
liiet on knowing w iittt they
pending the readjustment of the Ko- Gulterrez'
FIGHTERS MEET
story, despite the fact that
employ whether as food or as medicine. FIRE
rean flminees.
bullet he fired lodged in his own
Itr. Pierce believe they have a perfect
IN OKLAHOMA CITY
It was nolnted out that the most the
wife,
maiming
her slightly. The hearright to fmrlxt upnnnucb know iedge. So hi
ureent nroblem in Korea Is the reform ing uncovered one
of the little dramas
would
by
which
system,
r,
pttbNhe,i4Ílkist and on each
of the Judicial
In lowly Mexican life which occasionnnu
mo
3.
necurity
City,
Sept.
oi
The
Okla.,
be
the
Oklahoma
Insured
whatJTHidirinei are made of
crop up Into the other communiproperty. Furthermore, It Is neccssa-r- v ally
with the ladder and the hose
ty our own and nerve to show the
ati4nieJnTii3T?ria Tali he feels. is"man
11
enterprises
legitimate
on
in
today
the
evidence
much
that
wVHjgord to jo hecau-.- the tmira
chasm between, says the Tucson Slar.
ne
streets of the Oklahoma metropolis, should be encoureged and that the na
On August 16 Gutierrez warned his
theÍLiréderit7 of which lm medicine hundreds of delegates, representing tional resources should be built up. wife
to end her relations with Lorenare made are utiiilM ami understood tim the 3n,oaO American fire .fighters, The council did not look with favor
zo Chavez, a smelter laborer, whom
n,iife wiil llii lr miHTior curative vlriiie
wnicn she
having arrived to attend the annual upon a policy of annexation,
had been more or less openly
convention of (he National Firemen's would Involve an annum outlay oi favoring for many weeks. She re$16,000,000,
to
$10,000,000
of
cure
peculiar
woman'
For the
weak
association of the I'nlted States. The from
fused and defied him. Chavez laughtiesMns,
and derangement, meeting, which is the tenth of the
ed, too, and proceeded to hire a room
Disgrace.
In
Middles
to
formally
railed
association,
will
lie
giving rise to frequent headache, backthe neighborhood for himself and
Annapolis, Md., Sept. 3. Super In
ache, drail
pain or dlstre. In order in the big convention hall bySenor Gutierrez. Ho had no soonacadnaval
Undger.
of
the
sesintendent
McNeill.
The
James
President
I.
completed his arrangements
lower abdominal or pelvic region, accomand
days, emy, ha recommended the dismissal er
the corner for a
panied, o( tilines, with a debilitating. siona will extend through three
midshipmen for misconduct. disappeared around
of
will
four
reuse
Add
beginning
tomorrow.
the deserted husband
pelvic, catarrhal drain and kindred lyinp-toai- a lie made bv fire chiefs of many cities It In understood
thnt the aocuseu momentIn than
sight with a Jtun. When ho
of weakneat. Dr. I'lerre'a Favorite and also by prominent oklahomans
were gulltv of severe breaches of dis came
to eonie home and she
wife
his
risked
1'rex.Tlpltoii Is a most efllclent remedy.
cipline while on tie Hummer cruise refused he shot straight
at her. The
It Ik equally effective in curing painful
ended.
Murdered bv Highbinder.
Just
bullet entered the fleshy part of ehr
period, lu giving mreiigth to nuniiug
San Fiariclseo, Sept, 3 A murder,
leg. Gutierrez was arrested before he
mother anu In preparing the system u declared bv the police to hlive been L0RDSBURG a'SdVICINITY
could do the harm he threatened to
lh e pedant mother for haby' corning, the work of n Highbinder, was perpe
thti rendering childbirth Mife and com- I ruled In the Chinese quarter about
GETS SOAKING DOWNPOUR Chavez.
The second act took place In the
paratively palnlen. The r avorlte pre--i 7:3 o'clock this morning. So Ho Yick
justice's court yesterday. Chavez hud
riptlon i a tnwt potent, htrengthenlng Wah, a member of the Hop Sing Tong
In
the meantime left for parts unand to the
tonic Ut the general pyU-i
KlHi Coat of Adolx- known.
walking on Washington street
Mrs. Gutierrez had been visorgan distinctly feminine In particular. while
by en unknown Chi
jowu
.Mexico
.M'w
In
was
dead
fhot
Hoiilliern
Mud
ited with a change of heart and now
It i aliMi a toothing and Invigorating nese, who is believed to belong to the
.4'mfld-ruld- ;
Done.
Damage
begged to go back to her home and
nirviim and tire nervous eihaintlinn, Sue King Tong. The murderer nmde
plenty of relatives und friends were on
fi.rvoim proat ration, neuralgia, hysteria. his escape.
chorea or (St. Vitus t dance, and
sited bv another hand to recount the virtues of the outK,iii,
tragedy
la thought tr be a e
The
raged Gutierrez,
other dlstreing nervou trmptonia
Ung. a heavy rain last Friday anernoon,of ann
ijiiun functional and organic dli-o- f quel of the shooting of
an
He is an adobe contractor steady,
hundredths
Huey Hlng man, in Oakland, at an ear in town ninetv-tw- o
the distinctly feminine organ.
His
Inch of water fell, says the Lordsburg industrious, and
,A hot of mcdiral authorities of a!! the ly hour this morning.
Liberal. The rain was heavy over mother was there to say that if he
school
of practice, recommend
l
penitentiary
he
would
was
town
sent
to
the
(inventor Insults Army VHernrt.
all the large watershed south of
esch 4f the several Ingredients of which
and an Immense body of water came go with himlayregardless of the eighty
Iienver. Colo.. Sept. 3. During
Prescription" la made for the
between her und the
home
meeting
clown. The Lordsburg and Hachttn milts that
Soldiers'
at
the
hot
cure cf tlediMHSea lor which It Isclaltnrd
night. Oov railroad track gathered it and shot It fact that the Inst ten cents she had I'
st
board
lust
iontevtta
You
inrend
what
the
may
to
cire
complaining ihmtigh three culverts. The watrr the world she spent for three eggs
by aemjlng a poetal card ernor liuchtel said the
pit t'ir jonrwi
of the civil war were nothing frrn the south, when there was the which Khe and her family sucked In
veterans
a
for
of
rstract
frn
liklet
rqiiit
most, went through the southern cul- the court room. It didn't take long for
a lot uf
and bums.
from 1. leading authorities. In lr. H. V. butiJepnrtrnent drunkards
Commander Mellette, vert, which was but a short distance Judge Hire to dismiss the case aft r
fierce. Invalids" N.llo'el and Hurgleal In trembling With anger,
his fist In from the ditch, which the Southern he heard the evidence. Gutierrez was
t!tist. I;m(1iIo.put. Y..aud it will ixioie M the governor s face andshook
on "extenuating circumMm re i'aclflo company built ft few yearn ago clismls.fd
made
fyu If fítur
From appear- - stances," say the court records.
to protect the town.
tract at once.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST "COMPANY
'

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

?

Capital and Surplui, $100.000.00.
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ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED
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6

LIT

,

.

Sill

What a Bank Should Give

THE JAFFA

The greatest possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible number of

COMFY

GROCERY

dam-befor-

RUSSELi

conti-fhienc- e.

b-- en

Com-rnerci- al
;

six-fo-

ways,
"Good Things to Eat."
Open until noon only

day

THAT IS WHAT WE STRIVE TO DO AT ALL

'

ALBUQUERQUE,

:

MAKING TIME
IS HERE.

Fancy ripe red
toes, 25 lb,

Toma-

box.$1.00

Don't wait until the crop is

FIRST fJATIOtJAL BANK

gone,
ORDER TODAY.

--

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO-

SAFETY DEPOSIT

-

BOXES FOR RENT

NEW HOLLAND HERRING

First shipment just received,

large fat

Fine,

milk-

ers, each

5c

GERMAN DILL

BALDRJDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

PICKLES

ot

Cal-do-

.MES,

The State National Bank

Mon-

Labor Day.

CATSUP

1

For Lumber, Sh i nefles, and Lath . Larcfe stock of Windows. Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper always on hand

Genuine Imported, large,
size, 2 for

5c
4AK

SARATOGA

CHIP POTA-

C. BALD RIDGE
J. STIWFT
T,m tnriilROTTTt!.

FTTtST

WW WVTtrTi

The Superior Planing Mill is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before plac'
ing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

TOES.
Fresh supply just received

THE

make the best bakery

We

onTTTT

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

SOUTH OF VIADUCT.

ALBUQU E 1 1 Q UE, N. M.

oods,

egg-shape-

WITH AMPLE MEANS

Try our

cakes, bread, rolls
BANK OF COM MeIcÍ" ALBO QUERQOE, II, LI.

1

a and other baked goods.
The price is right

and the

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PltOPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL
Si 50,000.04.

quality is the best.

pre-n-n-

OLOMON LUNA,

e.

ts

-

veterañsTf'aííTetam
hold annual reunion

Jaffa

The

Good

Grocery Co.

Things to Eat."
J. C

Filled Santo Day

Bfnll Orders

as Itecclved.

i

ui

--

.

ur

Mr. I en perk Well, thnt green
what you call Mm? monster, has invaded my family now!
Mr. Comforter
You mean jealousy,
I suppose?
Mr. Henpeck No, sir; I moan trading stamps! New Jersey Telegram.

Farmer Ityetop (in sideshow) 18
there any ndvuntage in being a tack-eate- r,
young fellow?
Tack-eatWell, yew.
Fur instance, you never are in danger of beo
ing run over by an automobile.
Vow.
Chl-r-iiK-

fioiMiiim
Bargain
Store
FURNITURE, CROCKERY,

1

11 Y AND
West Bllver Avenue.
Telephone 57.

Albuquerque, New Meiloo

F. H.FUNERAL
STRONG
DIRECTOR

STOVES

AND

RANGES

117 GOLD AVENUE.

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL

Representing MaUKer
(With Kaabe
Ill North Flrnt Ht

ft Avery,
A Maugor.)

Buiton

Albnouorque.

MONUMENTS

,Whlt and Black Heart

North Second Street

201-21- 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

nj:tx3S

&ii

AT AUiUQUEKQUE,
IN TUB TEKKITORT OK NEW MRXK'O, AT
THE CLOSE OK BUSINESS AUUUST 22. l07l

N. M.

HKSOIKCKH.
1,841,3C7 f.l
I.nnna and dlaonunta
65.Zr.6 OS
Overdraft!!, aecureil and unnecured
mI
SOU.UOO (ill
full. Mate bolilla tu aecure circulation
United Matt-- bumia to aerura United Htatea dejioalta. . . . lOU.OIIO 00
S.0U0 00
rremluma on United Htatea bonita
(4,374 KS
Komis, aeruritlea, etc
3H.DO0 00
ItankliiK tinimn. furniture and fixture
H9.8S1 4Í
Iiuo frum national bnnka (not roaerva agenta)
hi;, 173 Fj3
Due frum atata bnnka and bunker
GS7.Ü2K NI
luía from approved reaerve agenta
,
Clieeka and other cnah Iteiua
12.l:.5 05
15
17.2LM
KxliutiKea for clearing hnuae
Notea of other national hanka
14.ü
Kraettonal paper currency, nlckela and cenia
1,K7 8C'
Lawful money reaerve In bank, vli:
Nnerln
$101,121 (tC
Legal tender notea ,
C6,03 00
ir.7.224 IB
Redemption fund with United fitatoa Irenaurer (ti per
cent uf circulation) ,,
10.000 Ot

Ttal

J3.29Í.I7Í

Capital atock paid In
Kurplim fund
Undivided profila, leaa eipenaea and taxea paid
National bank notea outatnndlng
Iua to other national banka
,
Due to alate banka and bankera
Individual deposita aiibject to check
Time eertlfleatea of deposit

"7(1

C In

nwmiifj

4'

urns

breada Bad
are our drlIHou nmirluliln
lirnlilty (rowing rlillilron.
Your chlldreft
and eur bread ihnnld b Imeparabin. I'lcnly
of Butter Cream Bread and mu!, tweet butler will me many dorluiV billa. All ot our
bake alulTa are delight to tlie dulnly at all
limea.

PIONEER BAKERY,
. ..

201

m. FIRST

ST.

t'ertlfled cheeks
Cashier's checks outstanding
United Mules deposits
Itepoalta of United matea dlabuming
Reserved for tajea
T",ttl

tl

'

I IAIUI.ITIK.

Tm-ren-

re1t

3

The First National Bank

'

g.

311-31-

or

leas-emble-

fn

AsuluUat Cashlen
and Cashier.
GEORGE ARNOT.
WILLIAN MclNTOSH.
A. If. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
BALDRIDGE.

er

lle-fo- rc

bottlo-wrjUipe-

i

W. 9. JOHNSON,

W.J.PATTERSOM
LIVE
BOARDING STABLES

k,

I.i

President.

W. S. STRICKLER,
Vioa President

9
200,000
6o.000 00
1.10 71
ioo ooo 0

$

,

,,,,

aoinr,

ir9
1

I'

7
K.I

71
Hi
'4 'it 74
417 to
It'lVo 67
74'7it no
'i0 'tllt

:

)
"

ifflcera

.jj..

201

0B0 C07
178 ,1'i9

$3,21l,87

tl

Territory of New Mexico, County of Ilernnllllo saíí,r.',níhíl,'lt''' ''TM'r f ,h" M,"ve n"m"' i""1
aolemnly
V"
","n""" " to the best of my km.wledga
ñd LiieV
"orreet-l'ttFRANK M'KKE, Caah.er.
esl:

,.';

-

J. a. RAYNni.na

f

M. W. KUMIItNOf,
A. 11. M M1LLKN, ,

Rubacrtbed and aworn In before me this

--

nth day of

Auguiriiu";

ntMUKI, rU'KAKII.
Notary I'ulilln.

,

I

- 'THE ALBU QUEPTQUE

Oil Of

past three years has been phenomenal,
as a result of the successive wet seasons. Two years ago a passenger service of three times a week was maintained to those points, while now
there is a double daily service, with
additional freight service. The towns

SYMPATHY
PROPOSED

SUIIl

M0RM1 NG JO U RN ALT WEDNESDAY,

FE CEHTRftL

1111 DITCHED

mentioned are growing rapidly as a
result of the prosperous conditions
prevailing.

FK

SAXTA

SEPTEMBER

for sale cheap.

4í 907

.3

WE TAKE THE FIRSTS!

OTHERS GET THE FLAG

One third Interest In a good new town of
eighty acres, survoyed and platted near the
San Pedro Copper Minea.- In good farming
country.
As my family Is in poor health I desire to
make a chiinue. I also offer a good business
house and lot In Estancia at a bargain.
Now rents for (40 per month.

!

-

TR.AIX HITS
TRUNK XKUl GLORIETA
ÜEARPRGGRESSO
Early Monday morning, Bhortly afADDRESS
ter Santa Fe Engineer Kirk pulled
eut of Rowe coming east, he observed
a trunk on the track, but before he
In Letter to .Railway
Journal could stop he had hit it, tearing it Relief Train Also Jumps Track ; :
Estancia. New Mexico.
to :ieces.
Kirk waited p.t Rowe for several
President Ripley of Santa Fe trains
and
Estancia
Valléy
.Road'
(s
to pass;, and it was evident that
trunk had been placed there only
THE
Gives Views on Securities ji athefew
Up Against'stroubler J
minutes before the arrival of
I
his
On
stopping
train.
making
and
Tó the Mining Camps of ColoMatter,
I an
examination of what was left of it.
On Monday last, Sant'á Fe Central rado, Utah and Nevada;
a hat and wearing apparel belonging
to
train No. 2, northbound, went into the
to a woman was all that was found.
Springs
Denver.
The following letter from President
ditch
a
about
Colorado
Progresso,
mile
Twenty-Seventfrom
and
the
On making an investigation It was
E. P. Ripley, of the Santa Fc, pub- discovered that the trunk was stolen accident being caused by a broken axle Pueblo,. Is by way of
Santa Fe
of the engine, No. 15, El Paso and
lished in the American Railway Jour- from a house at Rowe the previous Southwestern, which
is leased at pres- New Mexico,
the
and
nal, is Interesting as setting forth the night by a number of Mexicans who ent by the Central.
The journal which
very decided views of the Santa - Fe were in search of whiskey, and later Is seven inches in diameter,
shows an
man against proposed railway legis- placed on the track by them.
old
a
break,
portion about an
It is reported that much trouble a half by fivesmall
lation:
Inches,
being
a fresh DENVER & RIO GRANDE
has been caused at that place by such
Editor Rail war Journal:
break. The Wheel,
right forward
Dear Sir: I have yours of the 21st! actions and that in a number of in- driver, fell inside thethetrack, and
RAILROAD
instant, pnplnsino- mpmnranilnm rnt stances stones have been thrown dragged beneath the ash pan of was
lining certain probable legislation dur- - windows, causing a great deal of trou- - engine. All at once the air was the
cut
ing the next session rt congress, and "t
off. so that the brakes were of no
nKWin& for nn ivnrninn
Luis
f nv clnu. I
avail In stopping the train. It was Through the fertile San
concerning same:
a miracle that the engine was not cap- Valley; also to the San
Juan
1.- Prohibition of railway consoll- sized, but the trucks other than the
dation when the combinations Include i MYSTERIOUSLY VANISHES one on which the break occurred held
country of Colorado,
linea that are actually parallel or that
to the rails.
may easily become so in effect, In
For Information 83 to rates, train
The Estancia News says of the ac
their business relations with each Considerable Apprehension ns to. I he cident: The passengers were given enrice, descriptive literature, ddres
other.
rather a severe shaking up. but no
Fate of Olmrlcs A. Lewis, of the 12 one
I see no reason for an absolute proS. K. HOOPER,
was hurt.
Conductor Friday-tappehibition, of this nature on the conI'aso and Southwestern, Who Has
the wire, and a wrecking train flenenl p&daenitcr unci Ticket
trary, I think there are many cases
Aco
DisnnjK'nml.
and crew were soon sent out from Eswhere consolidation of parallel lines Is
tancia. The train, however, was to
DENVER. COLO
clearly to the advantage of everybody
meet bad luck. About four miles
Freight Conductor Charles A. Lewis, of Willard the rear trucks of thenorth
concerned, whether as shippers, or
encarriers, or producers or consumers. of the western division of the El Paso gine jumped the track for some reason
I Htn very clear that there should be
or
to
other.
explain
how
this,
Just
has disappeared trainmen are at a loss, unless It bo the
no actual and absolute prohibition of and Southwestern,
that
, such consolidation.
The most that (rom home and as yet no trace can be on account of the engine pushing the
should be done liij this .Une is to pro- had of the missing man. The last that cars, the rear of the engine was too
vide for its approval by the govern- was seen of him was Friday, afternoon light to hold to the rails. This required several hours to replace on
ment before It is carried into effect.
2.
Prohibition of joint ownership about 4 o'clock, when h.e was standing the track. The wood beam of this
In parallel Hnes and entire separation on San Antonio street, In, El Paso, truck was broken, so that after work
talking with Prakemnn Dow. who Is lng at the wreck and bringing in enof directorates and official staff.
To Colorado and East
TROTTING AND
PACING PROGRAM
It is un- gine 15, .several hours were spent in
I think it is going too far to sepa- a member of Lewis' crew.
t
derstood
a
thnt
money-ouhe
drew
sum
of
engine
Estancia
rate by law the directorates and to
before
coirid
the
take
ern
On
points.
sale
say that a man may not represent his It of the bank Friday afternoon and the passenger train to Santa Fe. '
Purse No.
Pace
$1,000
own
interests on the boards :!:--is. feared that he has met with foul
l
daily until September
of two different companies. Any such
305
Southwestern
engine
Xo.
left
The El Paso Herald says: He was
Purse No.
Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
$1,000
prohibition would be Ineffective, if
the track on the Santa Fe link at El
30. Return limit Octomissed
Frid
made, because in practice, should a (Southwestern
Paso
Sunday
afternoon,
seven
taking
call bov went to his cars of the cut that it was pulling
man own large blocks of stock in two
Purse No.
Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
ber 31. Rates to princompeting companies? it is an easy home on Wyoming street to call him with it. The derailment occurred at
his
run
for
west
that night. His wife the Myrtle avenue crossing and was
matter for him to obtain as his rep- knew nothing
.Champagne Stake Race
cipal points.
$1,000
of his whereabouts and caused by the
resentative on the board of one of the a
soft condition of the
by
search
call boy resulted in track following the heavy rains. The
the
companies, a man who would be enPurse No.
Pace
$ 500
tirely subservient to his wishes and his failure to find the missing con- link was tied up for over two hours
Denver and Return
and an extra man was sent out until Foreman Ingram
$23.70
virtually represent him and him alone. ductor
his
crew
and.
on his run.' Saturday morning when
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace
3. Permission to pool earnings be$1,000
were able to replace the big yard enColo. Springs and return$20.75
tween lines, subject to the approval he had not shown up at the house his gine and the cars.
wife
became uneasy and telephoned to
of agreements by the interstate comNo.
A number of other minor
Purse
derailTrot..
$ 500
terminal
trainmaster's office ments occurred Sunday In the yards of Pueblo and return
merce commission and the filing of the
$18.95
thinking that he had gone out on his the
same with the commission.
most
Southwestern,
of
thes
caused
$53.30
I think everybody who has given run without returning to his house by the soft tracks. None was serious Chicago and
change clothes.
The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits Big List of Entries and n
enough to require the services of the
this subject any study, realizes that to When
it
was
learned
he
St.
Louis
and
s
Wil
that
return.. $52.90
the passage of such an act would be not on
wrecker and no serious damage was
duty
and
that
the
trainmaster
doing
be
wise,
only
not
but would
had heard nothing of him. a system- done to the equipment.
Whirlwind Finishes.
Kansas City and return $44.55
nothing but simple justice,
The Santa Fe has just placed a
4. Permission to form and conduct atic search was commenced and every
'
pluce
on const line decapod 9X5 for Norfolk and return,' (60
associations for the promulgation of habit that Conductor Lewis was In the
of frequenting was visited, but the superheating of steam just before
rates and the issuance of tariffs.
nothing
could
be
learned of him ex- it enters the cylinders. It is planned
day limit,)
There ought to be no question whatRAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
ever about this nor Is there any rea- cept that ho was seen on San Antonio by means of the device to get advanstreet
Friday
afternoon.
The
tage
rematter
of the heat that is to a certain
son why these associations should
quire the approval of the interstate was reported to the police, but they extent wasted in the smoke box, and ACCOUNT
LO. O. F. SOVERcommerce commission. It is á simple were also unable to locate him, and superheat, the steam and thus get
the search is being continued today, more efficiency from it. In passing
necessity of the business.
EIGN GRAND LODGE.
A.
J.
of Jhe unrestricted telegrams being sent out to the various from the boiler to the cylinders,
6. Prohibition
A.
"t
ste:un measurably cooled, and it thus
issue of securities for extension of old stations alonir the line.
Conductor
Lewis has been employed lose part of its life. The new device, St. Paul or Minneapolis
President
lines and construction of ndw ones, by
Secretary
the Southwestern for the past three which is the first of the sort ever put
such securities hereafter to be Issued years
dúr-in- g
as
freight
conductor,
and
to
Is
designed
overcome
in use.
this
return
and
$52.10
after investigation and approval by
the government; also the clause for of that time he was known as a man difficult:-- .
resillar habits and scarcely missed
bidding the use of the surplus of any
Tickets on sale September RESULTS!
from work. He and his wife
E. W. West Is the new foreman of
nf
nf tho utnr-RESULTS! ALBUQUERQUE PLAHÜIG HILL
in tha nurrha
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
ln 'h1 Sanderson wreck on the the boiler shop at the Santa Fe shops
any other road, unless it can be clearly we,'e
rlShu-perirj
t,
early
the spring while on his at San Bernardino, vice F. W.
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, return limit
shown that such surplus is not re-SliowoasfS. Mission Furniture, Rlore
to San Antonio. Roth were in- transferred to other duties at
iha iiottpriiipni ami míiin-wa.- v
,,,,i,,i
MORNING JOURNAL
nml liar Fixtures and Uullilinir Mulo-rlu- i. St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
and Mrs. Lewis Fresno. The new foreman goes from October 2, 1907. Call at ticket
tenance of the property, and then only Jurrl in the smash-uhas been on the coast since then to Albuquerque and has been with the
"Joseph Harnett, Proprietor,
for the purchase of stock of connec
WANT ADS
130 West Central Avenue..
through recuperate from the shock of the Santa Fe for some time. Mr. Shupert office for particulars,
t'ions forming a continuous
has been foreman of the western boilroute and in no way Interrupting the wreck, returning only last week.
A.
J.
LIQUOr.S SKUVED.
Love,
CHOICE
Proprietor
ALL
er shop for the past two years and was
control or operation of another parE. PURDY, Agent.
the popular games. . K?nn every MonT.
RESULTS!
RESULTS!
CSE
.TOURXAL
by
WANT
ADS.
who
knew
htm.
well
liked
all
403.
riiono
S.
403
line.
fitrcrt
First
allel
day. Thursday and .Saturday nights.
I do not believe' in such restriction.
It seems to mo that a company should
TIIK ECONOMIST 12
TUB ECONOMIST
be permitted to Issue such securities
TIIIC ECONOMIST
ssawmsaawBOtm
economist tmmmKmmammmm'ssmsa'
as, ln the judgment of Its directors,
are necessary for corporaet purposes.
In general the public has little or no
Interest In the amount of securities isWOMEN'S NEW NECK WEAK
sued by railway companies, such securities having o effect on the relaScores nf new efforts In WoI I.t t FV
MhI,T.
lit H I, K
tions of the carrier to the shipper,
men's
Nerkwear havo been
and any attempt on the part of the
added to our stork riiiiing the
Have you seen it?
government to regulate the amount of
punt week. Many pretty novelFashion lias decreed Its iino.
ties are included.
It Is well
such securities will be an effort In theI
I.Z3
Sue It here
Price
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
worth
visit to this section
direction of paternalism and what
merely to Bee the charmlnir
believe to be unwise restriction. The
display.
You are welcome.
Dry Goods, Millinery
Garments Exclusively
Women's Ready-to-We- ar
Injured party in the case of an
of securities is the party who
Phone Order Filled Promptly .
Mall Orders Promptly Filled
Invests his money in such securities,
and I fail to see that thisphaso of the
do with Inquestion. has,nythlng-toterstate commerce, or is anything In
which the government of the United
States should meddle.
In general, and as regards the entire line of reasoning upon which this
suggested legislation Is based, permit
WE IIAVK NKVEIt DOL'tlHT SO 1,IHKRAI,I,Y
SUMMEIt (tOOIiH ARK HKINll'ci.OSKI) OUT RAPIDLY, AND NEW STOCKS OI'KNKO TO TA K K THEIR IM.ACK.
Tit K STORK IS nKOlNNl.NO to ASSUME AX ENTIRELY NEW ASI'KCT.
me to say that I am entirely out of
BUCK WIUK ASSORTMENTS.
KOll
AURANOKII
Or'
TIIK
COME AND
NEVER
8IO.NS
THE TIMES POINT TO AN ERA OP COMMERCIAL PROSPERITY, AND WE HAVE MADE PREPARATIONS KOIt A (J U EAT INCREASE IN TRADE.
sympathy with It. If, and so long as,
NSC RES BOMETIIINO EXCLUSIVE, AND OCR LOW PRICES UEUIN AT TUB COMMENCEMENT OF THE SEAEARLY SELECTION
IT'S WORTH WHILE JL'ST TO GET AN IDEA OF. TUB TREND OK STYLES.
SEE THE NEW GOODS.
the government Interposes between
DONE TO MAKE YOUR VISIT PLEASANT.
AND EVERYTHING
A VISIT TO THIS STORK WILL INTEREST
THE SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
YOU.
OF NEW FALL MERCHANDISE,
TIIK LARUEST 8HOWINO
SON.
the ra'lroad and Its patrons and undertakes to protect the latter against
the former, I do not see what Is gained by any further legislation, nor do
ALREADY MANY ADVANCE SHIPMENTS OV AUTUMN MERCHANDISE
I see that it Is the part of good govBEEN RECEIVED AND CHECKED INTO STOCK, AND OUR PATRONS
HAVE.
so
to
details
with
Interfere
ernment
WILL NOTICE MUCH REFRICSHIN'J NEWNESS THROUOH TUB VARIOUS
long as it accomplishes by direct
PERMIT
DEPAUTMHN-- S
IN WHICH THE LADIES FIND MOST INTEREST.
methods the limitation of ratos.
E. P. HIPLEY.
Yours truly,
A3
YoU ARK JL'ST AS WELCOME FOR
US TO REPEAT
EXPOSITION
OF

LEGUIK

V. C. ASHER,

Jeirlexico's

"SHORT LINE"

Annual Territoria

h

Fair

ssociation

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

(freight conductor
I

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

$8,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

xcursions

12:17

ifina-ncia-

22:20
32:13
42:25

62:30

i

return...

new-devic-

..,....$72.90

A. WEINMAN

I
I

HUBBS
JAY
Manager

ROY

STAMM

'y

p.

THE. ECONOMl ST
and

over-issuan-

.

Showing the Early Arrivals of New Fall Merchandise
1

Advance Sale

Opening Sale of Furs

SANTA FE LEADS THE
STRENUOUS LIFE ON COAST

I

.

The Santa Fe officials are Juit at
present (alimt at their wits' onrln to
take care of the grain and hay shipments from the vattt district devoted
Han
lo those crons ln the Perrl,
Jacinto, Temoeulu and Hemet vulley,
which are now being moved, says the
San Hernare'tno Sun.
The facilities on the branches which
traverse thoxe section are not of the
best for handling .largo movements of
any staple such as tha road in culled
on to take cms of this season.
It Is estimated that the crop this
year will amount to 4.000 cars or
irtore, which Is much greater than In
any previous year. Just now the
movement of the crops is at Its height
and though hundreds of cars urn
moved out of these districts every
week, still there Is a cry of shortugo
of cars.
The company Is experiencing no
real shortage of cars, but there Is a
limit to the amount of business that
handled on the lines In those
valleys, and this accounts for the
seeming trouble complained of. Many
,of the stations are loading nil the way
cars per day,
from ten to twenty-fiv- e
and It requires several long freight
trains dally to bring the loaded cars
out and get them started for their
destination, . .
The movement through the month
of .August has been very heavy and
during the next m.nth will probablv
be nually heavy. After that time it
(fi ii'icIíi
until llii. whole
viH
Crow J out of the way.
ffh lacra9 cí uuslncsí on the
Temecula
Illicit io h,in jiicliuo,
und other. points in that section in the
.
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thev will undoubtedly reem-mis of the
...
attn.lL,ti,-- . ,1 u .Inillu
larirMl
event.
r urs in nepiemner are line rans in January
a sale attracts smart rlrrnsers for lis unliiue- ness. Ilut when a uona-hd- e
saving Ilka this Is
offered there Is a far Letter reason for the sue- "le
The seviral manufacturers
Kr'

that

new cipkuoh unions me nrat
followers of Fashion ton- a complete collection of
selected (taiTncnts and pieces at special prka
concessions aim hi lower prices man else
(Second Floor.)
where.
rVM HTOKED AND 1IKI.I) ON
HMAI.L IIKI'OSIT
FOR ITTIUK UK- LIVERY
DESIRED,,
iiKviiiK

uinr

" viewed by the
sequently .wo havs
'"

If

We are NOT going to ure you to buy furl
i
(luring this sale, hut we ARE going to price,
V
them so that If you DO wish to mk a
selection you may do so with the. positive
m
assurance of a ....oí of fully lo per cent, Including Natural Mink, Seal-SkinSnhle, Dyed Squirrel, Coney, Hrook Mink, Natural Squirrel,
Isabella Foxs.
Opossum. Jap Mink, Lynx and Persian Paw Hela, mads up In small Neck pieces;
Throws, Long Neck Pisces, Fancy Pieces anil Coats.

f

.

FOR TRADINO.

illirvery Section

Tho KcoiioinlHt has msde elaliorate propa- rations for lis openlnir salo of furs, beKlnnlioc
today am! continuing during entire week. The

jM

r--

OfricialH at Wit' KikI to Take ( tire or
Vast tii-ii- l ii aiil Hay hlilptiieuts
Front Fertile ('".Morula Valleys.

SIGHT-SEEIN-

AlTHOBiTATIVK
TltK BKHT KKi.KtTKD

"""Siw

of
Blankets (Si Comforts

Small Neck Pieces priced from 15.50 Each and up.
priced from 13.00 Each and up.
Large Throws priced from $7.60 Each and up.
0.00 Each and up.
Muff and Neck Pieces priced from
Separate MnfTs priced from f:i.S0 Each and up.
'
Seal Skin Coat, worth I KM) 00, ln this saIc

New Early Fall Hats for street wear arriving dully.
Tailored effects In
braids and light fells.
Splendid llnu of Tailored Fells for school wear for Misses and children
:
from
fl.W up tu iS.OO

Dress Fabrics for Fall, 1907

The latest hlüh arado Reliable Drews Fabrics at I,oiy prices French, American, Oerman and Knallah productions.
Anion
the ricw Fall weaves will be
shown a must excellent line of new ileslatis Mid colorínas In fancy Hroadelotha
Plaids, Scutch Plaids and
snipes, broken plaids and fancy checks
English SulllnKs.

Girls aoid Misses' Suits
At M.SO

Junior Suits, made of various fancy inlniores; ''Prince- - Chp"
coan, lined throughout; skirts tfteatcd; Isti lü, It,
and 1 If
1

tmtite-breaste- d

years.-

Silk Petticoats

liu.

An especially húndanme aelectl. n of
We havo all kinds of Silk I'ettlroats.
At the
Dlack Silk Petticoats, the most wanted of all. Many styles and prices.
very popular price
,VO0
Four distinctly different styles of Illack Taffeta Pettlroats. the deep
flounces variously trimmed with tio kliig. strapping, hcuistltchlna or nlilri Inaj.
Every one exceptional at the price 16.00. (Suitable also for drop skirts.)
At Í3.S0, 7.S0. and 110.00, are TafTels Petticoats, black or white, with embroidered llounce, handsome and

1:130.00

Oslrlch Feather Uoas, colors, Illack, White Urey and Drown, worth tlA.no.
fl.VOO
In this sale
Coime Feather Iloas. Dlack with While and Drown with White, worth regu10 0
á.Oii, In this sulu
larly
.....n
as follows:
Hat. Neck Piece and M.I IT,
Marnhout Set. conslstln! of
,
IIIMI.IMI
worth tir.iUMI, placed In this sale for y,
1

,

''

HUE OI R M lísDOW DDtPt.Al .'

s
A
Event prepared for In a big way nn two or three days' ale,
but an Important merchandise occasion that has established September here aa
supplylng-tlm- o
for Fall and Winter Housekeeping needs.
Think this over wa
advised you to buy In January and June, to get ahead of an advancing market.
You know our advice proved correct.
Again we say Hl'Y NOW!
Deslrablu
qualities are scarcer than ever. Prices are still advancing.
BLANKETS!
UI.AN'KKTH!
00c a pair, value "r.o, 10x1 sise Cotton Illankets. While or (rey.
?Ae a ;mtr. value yoc. large else Cotton IJIa.tkeis. White, Tan or tlrey.
0c a pair, value tl.no, for Kxira Sisa Cotton Illankets, While, Tan or Orey.
Mil a pair, value $J f.0, White or Urcv. Woolen Mlaiikels, full Double. Size.
l 1.1 u pair, value la. 50, for While or Urey Woolen Dlankela, In Extra Sixes.
(1.00 a pair, value II Sn, for all Wool drey Blanket, full Floiible Site.
1I.Í10 a pair, value I.V09, for all Wool tlrey or Tan lilankela. Extra Slia.
11.00 a pair, value 17. 'Ml. for all Wool Fancy Check and Plaid Itlajiksts.
4..10 a pair, value t.1.00. for all Wool Red California Illankets,
full slie.
$11.00 a pair for California All Wool Planketa In Pink. Dlue and Yellow liorder.
M.M a pair, worth 17 uo for all Wool White California Blanket, Large sise.
M.50 a pair, worth ta.50 for Extra Site all Wool White California Illanknts.
10.00 a pair. Worth 111.50, for Esrra Extra Largo Silo. White California
niankct. All California Blankets come In Pink, Dlue and Yellow Dorders and are
finished with wide Silk Bindings.
.
Crib Dlunkets In large assortment single slue from SSo Each and up.
WHITE BED SPREADS.
An Immense line to show you In Hemmed. Fringed and Cut Corners (rinsed
and linmmed In Crochet. Marseilles and Satin Spreads:
Spreads, full Double Bed Slie. Hemmed.
1.10 each, value tl.25, cnK-he- t
1,35, value 11.50, Crochet Spreads. Extra i .urge Sise, Hemmed.
Fringed Cut Uomera Crochet Spreads. Full Blie.
1.1
each, value
Vt.ti each, value t l. Fringed Cut Corners Crochet Spreads, Marseilles Patterns,
1.1,00 each, value I ,l.5o. patent Satin Hemmed Spreads.
BLEACHED Mlbl.lN SPECIAL
ysrd wide, special
On
Itnllardvale.
Bleached Muslin, worth 12c, special. ... 1 lit
Lowell, Chromo and M. Stnnittsh
4
regular
special
15c
wide,
value,
Muslin,
Hill and Hope Bleached
lV4e
Unbleached Muslin full yard wide, Hound Thread, special for this sale
PILLOW CASES AMI SIII EIS.
73XÍIO Vermont Sheets, special
1V4
4ag.lt F. Hit AND, special
0.1c
I
Jix'JO
Androscoggin Sheets, SpeF, Frand. special
45x:i
.,
special.
cial
4.'x;i
Loom,
.tile
Fruit of the
MxKO Pepperell Sheets, special
45x:iS Fruit of Iho Loom, special. .. ,;!
loo
SS0 Pepperell Sheets, special
HU IS Fruit of the Loom, special. .. .:
tbQ
TinVO
Pepperell Sheets, special
Hemstitched,
special,,..
4Jx!S Pepp.
R50
lilxIMI pepperell Sheets, special
special ...
p
451.111 Pepp, Hemstitched,
o
Pepperell Sheets, special. , .
iOflU'k I'epp. Hemslltched,, special. .Site
The opportunity to secure such bargains as ara offered In this sala Is noteworthy considering the high quotations now ruling the wholesale markets, man
nf lBsa numbers quoted la this advertisement being at less than present East-

New Wedst Style
of th artist 'designer.
They show the tar-marCharacter. Individuality
and slyie. Our present selection rivals successfully any previous demonstration.
We cull attention to our showing of exclusive models exact topics of Paris
These particularly
The hlahest Upes of style and refined elegance.
walsis.
colors, Hlacb. White, .'ream and
beautiful models In Lace and Stilts
I.VO0, fl.fto. 110.00,
,
IÜ.S0, fla.lio
Arab inn pried at
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a candidate for the 1908 reunion. San Francisco I believed to
be after the meeting, being a close
rival to Kansaa City, Mo., which also
wants the reunion.

TRIES TO

E

1

ANOTHER

SECRETARY ROOT NOT
COMING VIA ALBUQUERQUE

BEAT LIMITED:

Unknown Laborer Run Down
by Santa Fe Flyer While Trying to. Get Across Bridge at
Isleta Yesterday,
ENGINE PILOT HITS HIM

WHILE HE HESITATES
Unconscious and Bruised Man
Brought to Local Hospital
Where His Life' Is Now De

Louis-Mexic-

spaired of.
As a result of trying to bent the
California limited across the Santa Fe
bridge over the Rio tirando near Isleta. yesterday afternoon, an unknown
native laborer was struck by the train
and fatally injured.
The native was walking along the
tracks from Isleta north, and when
he neared the bridge lie saw the limited bou ling along toward hint at a
r;:ild rato of speed. Supposing that
he could beat it across the rather long
ticKllc, he started to run.
When about the middle of the
.bridge be lost his nerve. While he
hesitated the engine of the limited
struck him, carrying him back to the
aouth side of the river, where the
train was stopped. The injured man
wax unconscious when picked up. He.
was taken to Isleta, where he was attended to.
The injured man was placed In the
depot and a physician called, but seeing that the man's life could only be
saved by skilled medical attention, he
ordered him cent to this eltv by the
first 'rain.
While ordinarily No. 4, the Chicago
limited, does not carry deadhead passengers. It brought the unconscious
native here last night, and the injured
l.
man was rushed to the Santa re
where the attendants stated that
he could not live.
From head to foot the unfortunate
man was a mass of bruises and
wounds, and the fact that he lived so
long after the accident astounded the
company physician.
No. 3 arrived
here yesterday at
1:13 p. m., one hour late, and It left
at 1:40 p. m., the engineer hoping to
make up lost timo between here and
Gallup.
When the egineer saw the plight of
the native he applied the nir. but the
train was sonic distance beyond the
bridge before he succeeded in stopping It. The native was caught
squarely by the pilot.
hos-nita-

bankTlLTges

SPIH

II

TO

Attorneys in Havcrkamp Case
Indulge in Rather Heated
Controversy in the District
Court,
The case of the First National Hank
versus George T. Kyle, II. J. Haver-katnp- f
and others came up before
Judge Abbott in the district court yesterday. The plaintiff alleges conspiracy on the part of H iverkampf. Kyle
and 'John Miller to defraud the bank
by concealing some of the property of
H. ivcrkampf. who was recently adjudged h bankrupt.
The plaintiff
claims that property to the value of
between J4,0in) and $5,000 belonging
to Haverkampf, was so converted as
to defraud tli bank. The property
referred to Includes the lime kilns of
the Toller- Mining company, forty-seve- n
head of cattle and fifteen head
of horses. Kyle entered a disclaimer
In regard to the cattle.
Miller admitted lie had possession of the horses,
which he said belonged to Haverkampf. but claimed he had had the
horses for a y war or more.
X. Marrón and Fell
Attorneys
I. enter appeared for the bank, and
Summers Huikhardt for the defendant. The attorneys- indulged In a
number of tilts, which grew at times
somewhat caloric and occasionally alThe
most verged on the sensational.
ciino will he continued today.
The defendants reside at or near
8an Kafael, Valencia county.
.

-

VETERANS

spite of the report from Mexico
City to the effect that Secretary of
would
enter Mexico
Root
State
through Albuquerque and El Paso, a
dispatch from Washington contirnis
the orljlral planR of the secretary anl
he will go Into Mexico by way of San
Antonio and Laredo. A special dispatch from Washington to the San Antonio Express says:
The official itinerary of Secretary
Hoot's trip from Washington to Mexico City, given to tho Express correspondent today, shows that he will arrive In San Antonio at 6:30 o'clock a.
m., Saturday, September 28,- and that
he will remain until 10:30 a. m.. when
o
limited
he takes the St.
for Laredo, where he will arrive at
4:35 p. m.
The secretary will travel in the special car Signet. His Itinerary from
Washington to Mexico City Is as follows:
September 25, leave Washington at
3:40 p. m.; September 26, arrive In
St, Louis at 7:10 p. tn and leuve at
S:01 p. m.; September 27, arrive at
Texarkana, at 11:43 p. tn., Long-vieat 3:13 p. m., and Palestine at
7:05 p. m.; September 28, arrive at
San Antonio at 6:35 a. m.; arrive at
Laredo at 4:35 p. m. (Mexican lime);
September 29, arrive at San Luis Potosí at 2:15 p. m.; September 30, arrive at Mexico City at 6:30 a. m.

LEAVE

CALL BOY

COMES

SPEEDER

a freight
train in the Santa Fe yards at Gallup Sunday afternoon, with a "speeder," Frank Dugan, a call boy, had
his right hand amputated yesterday
at the Santa Fe hospital.
Dugan, for some reason, after seeing the train sailing down the yards,
secured the track machine, and In a
seconil was hot after the train. I'pon
Hearing the caboose he attempted to
stop tho machine, but it refused to
work.
Instead of jumping, young Dugan
stuck to his seat, all the time trying
to stop the runaway. When the boy
decided to Jump It was too late, and
wl'h a clash the machine bumped
Into the rear end of the caboose.
When the wreckage of the mac hine
was cleared away, young Dugan was
found unconscious. He was .taken to
the depot and attended to by Dr. W.
II. Hurr. Santa Fe physician
there,
who brought him to this city.
The right hand was crushed, and to
prevent tetanus from setting in the
physicians decided that the hand
should be amputated.

CONGREGATIONAL
WORKERS MEET

THISWEEK
Annual Convention of Educational Society Will Open in
Albuquerque on Thursday,
The annual convention of the
teachers of the Congregational Educational society will begin this week
at the Congregational church, on
Thursday morning. The Congregational Educational society Is doing a
unique and valuable work for the children of the native population. Much
Is made of the Industrial feature of
the schools. The village school wors
Is to be supplemented next year by an
Industrial school south of the city.
The sessions of the society will hi
held from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to
5 p. m., and the special work of the."!
schools III be thoroughly discussed.
Any who are Interested In tills work
are Invited to attend.
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MARKET

Male
-

I

11

1

I

JiiMSS

Cook for private car Mitchell,
WANTED
at Santa Fe depiit; going to California.
Clerk and messenger boys. In
WANTED
quire Western Union- Telegraph Company.
A boy. Apply to,H. Yanow, 114
WANTED
W. Central Ave.
Man litust be handy
A jnnilur.
WANTED
Good wages.
Address T.,
with toolB.
Journal Office.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
WANTED At the Í Kconomtat,-- ' ydUng man Wagons
and other Chattels; also on
of about 17 years, a bundWi wrapper
and Warehouse Receipts, as
years ñíd. Salaries
BOYSWA'NTED-l- i
16
low as $10.00 and au high as $160.00.
'
American I4umber O. '
Loans are quickly made and strictly
14 and 16, at
Boy, between
WANTED
private. Time: One month to one
Amcrlcati Lumber Company.

Personal Property Loans

Dealers
:

j

Advertise America! Manufacturers Have Been BuyBlock
Usual But Don't Say ing .More Freely and There
Beans Concerning the Price Has Been Free Movement
Thereof.
During the Week,
'

:As

There has been anotHer startling development in the local coal situation
following the recent sensational two
days' coal war during which American
Block took a sudden jump of fifty
cents a ton, and then with equal suddenness dropped back to the old price
of $6.50 per ton. It will also be recalled that in the rase of the Clarkvllle
coal coal yards, the sensational rise
a'nd fall took place while the proprietor was in utter Ignorance of the fact.
This phenomena has never been satisfactorily explained.
Rut the latest. American Block is
now advertised as usual, but the Common Geezer nearly had heart failure
yesterday morning When on feverishly
scanning the coal advertisements in
apprehension ora raise, he saw:
"
"American Block
Not a word, nor a letter, nor a figure, after It. The same way with anthracite, furnace mixed, nut, Mountain
wood and what not.
No price is quoted.
Is it possible the price has been dispensed with ?
Or has it gone up so high that the
dealers are afraid the public will drop
dead and don't dare print the figures?
It Is strange, it will keep the reader
in a state of awful suspense which
words cannot picture.
It Is enough to give a man the colly
wobbles when he reflects on the awful
fact that coal may go to ten dollars
and he never know it.
Queer!
And the queerest thing about it Is
the fact that both dealers simultaneously quit publishing the price!
Can anyone explain the mystery?

There Is a better feeling in the market, manufacturers have been buying
moro freely, and there has been a
free movementof wool during the past
week, the improvement in the financial
situation being the main factor, says
Bradstreet's Review. At the same
time the buying is still on conservative
lines, and of wools only needed for
Immediate use. There is still a shortage of fine staple wools, the feature )f
the week's trading having easily been
a lot of about 2,000,000 pounds staple
Oregon at 23 p 24c. This shows that
no concessions are being made to move
the fine wools, which are scarce and in
demand. Low wools are still very
quiet. In addition to the large lot of
Oregon wool, sales of the week included small lots of territory wools,
Wyoming, Idaho and Montana fine and
staple, three-eightand half blood.
Idaho staple brought 24 (it 25c. Texas
twelve months' sold at 26L27c, with
eight months at 23(ii24c, with middle
counties at 22(a) 24c. Fine washed delaines are scarce with a few lots selling at 38 He, very choice bringing 3!H
Unwashed delaine was active at 31c,
d
XX Ohio at 35c,
Ohio at
Michigan at 32c.
d
34c and
Three-eight(ft1

33c.

to"

V.hkI

Hulla

liranhjr
Oreena

Helvetia

Keewensw
Michigan Mining.
Mohawk Minina;
Nevad
Consolidated
Norih Hull

VHYSICIANS AW STTROTOONS.
Goods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surpeon.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Special attention Riven to Skin.
Steamship tickets to and irom all

Rectal and Genlto-IIrinar- y
diseases.
Hours,
p. m., 8 pi m.
a. m
5
t
Rooms 4 and 5, Harnett bldg.
DR. S. L. BURTON
Physician and Sureeon
Office. 10 S. Walter atreet.
303
West Central Avenue Highland
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone N. J0S9.
avenue.
R. L. HtlST
Female
HELP WANTED
WANTED! Stokers at the gas plant. Apply
Physician "and Sureeon
at the Gas riant.
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo Hullding
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED Young lady for ofice
Dwellings
FOR RENT
work; one with experience pre- DRS SHADRACIi & TULL
ferred Apply Jaffa. Grocery Co.
Practice Limited
Foít iTBÑTTaTge " "barn with itXlTsf"r WAÑTEDAKÍ'rÍ""fo
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat.
in loomln
work
cor
Building,
five horses and plenty of room for vehiFifth
Apply
house.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa F eoaat
Garcia
cles; large hay loft and corral. Address J. and Central.
lines. Office 313, West Central ave.
.1.
J., Morning Journal.
experienced
WANTED At the Economist,
Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.; 1:S0 tn K n m
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.

2--

.

,

FOll RENT
1116

WTLHE

wife

Aliro-Uone- s;

IS.

3,

close

In

int. City.

TRE PRISOR

hair work.

Call

South Broad

Address Box way.
WANTED
Married man wants position on
FOR SALE
stock, fruit or garden ranch.
Miscellaneous
Can give
good references,
li. K. B., Journal.
WANTED
Position by married man. on FOR SALE Horse and rubber tired runa
bout.
Inquire 5119 S. Walter.
U. K.
truck farm. First class reference.
B,, Journal.
FOÍÍ 8A LENe w 6TíTitSV
view camera
fine lens, carrying case, tripod and thret
Elderly lady wishes position In
WANTED
can
seen at Por
plate
double
be
holders;
small family as housekeeper or In wid212 H. Second street.
ter's.
ower's home. S. A. S.. Journal.
clothing, books,
SALE Blankets,
6
room FOR
An unfurnished 5 or
WANTED
shoes; cheap; reason, departure; chance
house; must be In good neighborhood and
li, care of
modern; no children or invalids in family. for bargains; call mornings.
Address E. T. Smith, Post Off Ico Inspector, Morning Journal.

be

TO

kinds

and mudcrn.

City.
WANTED
Lmlier teams to haul lumber
from our mill In Cochttl Canon 'o Domingo, 22 miles; good roads and good water. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thornton, N. M.
A certain number of boardora
WANTED
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
that number pays you a profit; you can always keep tho number right by usina; ths
want columns of the Morning .Toiimnl.

LOAliJJl

Y

FOR SALE Cheap, one set revisca
encyclopedia and dictionary. Suitable for scholars' use. Address hatters
Gold and South Third.
FOR SALE Bargain if taken at once,

modern bungalow, gas. electric light
and sewerage, trees, lawn, three lots. Party
going to leave city.
Address XX, care
Morning Journal.
tf

r.

d'-t- f

AK4ÜIUTKCT8.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
Rooms 4 and 47. Barnett Bullrtlnn.
ASSAYKRS.
W. JENKS

Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
Engineer.
609 West Fruit avenue, Postofflc Box
173, or at office of F. H. Kant, Hi
South Third street.

Civil,

kjii;i;ks

PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
Attorney before U. S. Land Department. Land Scrip for ; sale. Civil en'
,
frlneering.
;
Gold Ave.. Opposite Morning

DR. B. M.

SALE One dining room table, one
sideboard, hooks and bookcase at 416 8.

FOR

WILLIAMS

DENTIST

'Ik

Journal

sJ

Third St.

Usf!ctwccñKÍftli

and Central a'nd I he FOR SALE Lumber of two buildings,
cheap.
Inquire of Mrs. Weed, 215 W.
leather covered nolo book with
"Paul S. Hedrick. Leavenworth Times," Silver.
embossed on cover; reward If returned to FOR SALE Two cotlages and four corner
this office.
lols, chenp.
ROOMS
Klnetcr's Cigar Factory.
H ARNrOTT Itl'ITiDIXn.
LOST Class Iln, "C. N. M., '01" between
one wagon seat,
Fourth street ami Mountain road and tho FOR SALE Tent 12x14,
Adone set uf Hlrdsell wagon springs.
Presbyterian church. Kinder return to 112
SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
dress E. C. Taylor, caro of Morning JourS. Thirl and receive reward.
nal.
sur js
LOST Small lapis lazuli brooch.
Finder
please return to the office and receive re FOR HALE The
purpose
general
best
ward.
Felix Lester, Room 5, First Nat'l
horse In the city, weighs 1,200 pounds.
Hank Tlldg
315 W. Cfpper avenue.
FOR SALE We have some good cows lor
sale. Albers Brothers.
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
FOR SALE Bull terrier pups, bred from
Ihe best l'itt stock l.i America.
F. II.
Casey, Box ÍHI, Lns Cruces, N. M.
(Effective June I6tl.)
FOR BALE Drug store: 13,000 stock; good
From the East
Arrive. Imparl
reason for selling; only drug store tn No. 1, Southern
Cal. Exp
7:46 p 8:30 p
town; for further particulars write E. E. No. 3,
California Limited ...,12.20 p 1:00 p
Berry. Estancia. N. M.
No.7, North. Cal. Fast Mall.. .10:1 p 13:46 p
FOR SALE A fiood top buggy for sale No. 0,
El P. & Mex. City Exp..ll:46p 12:20
cheap.
N. W. Alger. 124 Kouth Walter
From the We- ststreet.tf
.
1:00 a 1:36 a
FOR
SALE Aermoto
windmills, tanks No. r. Chicago Fast Mall
'
6:60 p (1:20 p
and substructure. Wolklng ft Ben, 707 No. 4, Chicago Limited
North Eighth street, phone 14S5.
tf No. 8, Ch. ft Kan. City Exp.. 6:40 p 7:20 p
'
from the South
No. 10, Chi., .pen. ft K. C. Ex
:30 a 7:00 p
FOR RENT
Rooms
New Mexico Scftool of Mines,
No. 10 connects at Lamy with
branch train
Winters lcapsinleil on Asylum
RENT" Nicely" furnished nTom. for Santa Fe and atopa at all local points In
Hoard.
Central Ave., and Second St. FOR"
New
Mexico.
,T.
K.
use
no
410
with
of
buth;
East
PURUT
sick.
Agent
1). C. Winters, of Las Vegas, whose
Central ave.
term us a member of the board of diJ.
room";
Eaklr
I.
Pres.
Chas. Mellnl, tecs
rectors of the New Mexico Insane asyHOTF.f
TIIK MOST
bath anil uso of parlor; no sick; 123 N. O. Oloinl, Vice Prca.
O. Bachcchl, Tress
l
lum has Just expired, has been reapTIIK CU V. KI N ON Kl'KO-I'KASecond.
pointed to tho position by Governor
riiAX.
FOR RKNT Modern furnished rooms;
Curry,
Liquor
courthouse,

21-2-

n

ci

r.

li

FOlOlífNfÑT-eTy-Yu7n!aheTtfíoíi-

t

N

Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the of lien of
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
The Colorado Canning company.
Principal place of business In New
Mexico, at Farmlngton,
San Juan
county. Territorial
agent,. P. H.
Smith at Farmlngton. Capital stock,
75,0OO, divided into 1,500 shares of
the par value of $50 each. Object,
canning fruit and Vegetables.
Period
of existence, twenty years. The corporation was organized In Colorado.
Pensions Granted.
The following pensions have been
granted:
Henry Y. Turner. Albnoiieroue, $12
per month from March 1. lilOT.
Antonio Chncon, Tierra Amarilla,
liO per month from April 6, 1 907.
Xortns

H

Hllss,

Allni'iUeinne,

$12

IMIKI MATIC FOLKS!

Consolidated

A.

S. BARRETT, Prop.

per month from March 2, 1907.
Klias S. Stover, Albuiui'iiue, $15 per
month from February 25, 1H07.
Thomas J. Commerford, Fort Hayan!, 124 per month from February
20, 1907.

James Maria Vigil, Itaton, $13 per
month from March 15, 1907.
Frank Thomas. Fort Hayan!, $6 per
month Irom March 15, HI07.
.Simon Smith, Silver City, 112 per
month rrom March 28, 1907.
I'oHloflice Discontinued.
The postofllce Rt Ciénega, Hanla Fe
county, has been discontinued; patrons
will be supplied from Santti Fe.
Noliirles I'll bile Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Curry:
Anna F. Jirown. Clovls, Roosevelt
county; Aaron Ekhwald, of Cuba,
Sandoval county.

,re

Co.

Ui W. Hold avenue.
FOR RKNT Nice modern front room, reasuccessors to Mellnt A Eakln
sonable.
One or two meals a day If deand Bachcchl
Olnmi
22 South Edith.
sired.
WHOLESALE
DEALERS IJf
FOR ft E.N T Furnished
rooms
for ligh t
housekeeping; furnish coal and wood for
WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
$22 a month.
S'4 West Cromwell.
ENT
FOR-RWed furnlslied rooms with We
ba,lli,
at the Occidental Life Building, Writehandle everything in our line.
for Illustrated Catalogue and
corner Central and Broadway.
No Invalids.
Price Lint, issued to dealers only.
Address Dr. D. E. Wilson.
Telephone- l.lg . - t ,
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms at 501
fORXKB FIWBT HT, VI COPPER AVIJ
S. Third street.
rooms;
FOR RENT Furnished
pleasant
placo; no sick. 422 N. Sixth.
FOR RENT
Room In modern house; gentleman; no Invalids. 41 H. Edith.
Nortti Third Street
FOR RENT
Pleasant "furnished rwimsat
B
t S. Third street.
Dealers In
onocrcRn:s,
FOR BENT ÑTcxl7"fürn7slíca tolmTlifa.

Toti & Gradi

provisions, giiaiv

May and l'wl. Fino lino of Imported
Inos, Manor ami Cigars. I'lavo your
ROOMS FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
for this lino lino with
rooms with us of bath, by thu week oi ordiTM
No Invalida taken. Hotel Cralgs,
month.
Edith.

u.

Silver Ave,
19
FOR RKNT Neatly furnished rnome at
Are Vm Sure Your Kidney
very low prices, The La, Vet
Rooming
House,
tired Hay l ever and Hummer Cold.
lit West Lead avenue. Mrs. J.
Fleming.
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
A. J. NiiHlmum. Ilalesvllle. Indiana, writes
tf
uric add In the blood. Hut the duty "Last year I suffered for three months with FOR RENT Modern roome and board, 1 26
summer cold so dlslresslmt that II Inter
per month. Mrs. Eva L. Craig, (01
of the kidneys Is to remove uric cid
1
fered
lili my business.
had many of the South Second street, upstair. '
from the blood.
Its presence there svmptmns
hay
fever,
preof
a
and
doctor's
shows the kidneys are Inactive. Don't scription didiiwt react) tu ease,
dally with "uric acid solvents." You several medicines which seemed toandonlyI took
ag
FOR SALE
Real
might a. on till doomsday with them, gravate my case. Fortunately I Insisted
but until you cure the kldnevs you upon having Foley's Harwy suit .Tar In ths
SALE Modern t room
house;
N
will never get wall.
Ioan' Kidney yellow package, and It iioWkly cored me FOR
Eleventh street; a bargain if taken this
Pills not only remove uric acid." but My wife has since used Foley's Hosey and week.
E. O. 1'rlce. 212 H. Second street
See
cure the kidneys and then all dan- Tar Willi Ihe same success." J. II, Oi itlelly FOR HALE ive-room
modern house In the
Co.
,
ger from urle ncld 1 ended.
Highland
Call at 417 South Arno. Dr.
Aiselmo Armljo, living at 124
Wilson.
1 1
IJiend It lots Dally.
Cerrillos st., Santa Fe, N. M., says:
1
I'nlH'coinlng.
frame, modern, good
Ijondoner Do you hove uny bread FOR SALE
location, easy terms.
Inn
i 1(13
Room 9, N. T.
Mis Klder Well, 1 maintain that "For several years my wife suffered riots In New York?
great
4
Armijo
a
2
building.
deal
12i women can do anythriig that
pain
from
In
hachadle,
men
American Yes, right In our own
J ',41
J l,
Imck
the
of
and
head
her
FOR
rheumatism. family mother's for graham and
SALE
new brick cottage;
can."
7H' H
bath, eloctrlo lights, cement walks, lawn,
Mr. Gazzrnan Oh, no. The auc- Medicine that he used proved of lit-ti- e father's for whole wheat. lirooklyn
t2 4r
chicken
yard;
no
or
or
with
she
avail
until
without furniture;
commenced
Is
canone a woman
tioneer's business
71
Í0'4
must be sold at once, leaving city. Owner,
with loan' Kidney Pill which wo Life.
not en Into,
I OH
II
521 E. Central avenue.
r
AIlsn Klder Nonsense! She'd make had the good fortune to learn of and
One uf the Worst features of kidney trouHA
bought emaírTm
R
every bit as good as auctioneer aa a procured a box at Ireland' Pharm- ble Is that It is an insidious dlsas and be- Foil
alfalfa and fruit ranch of 4 aerea.
acy. The genulnenes
31
of this medi- fore Ihe vlcllm n.sllses his danger he may 1 proved
man.
room
cottage;
North
12th. near Indian
malady.
Foley's
112
a
Kidney
Tnka
have
falsi
Mr. Gazzrnan Just Imagine an un- cine a a cure for the kidneys was
school, V. J. McMullen, Albuqueraue.
15 t, 1
proven
In her case. After ub ,'ure at the first, sign of trouble as II cor- amply
a
up
woman
getting
married
before
4
9
KALE!
A snap
9
frame house,
"ml. VYS.'.?.,, "'V""'' FOR
and exclaiming, "Now, gentle Ing five boxes she was a well wonmn
4
modern, tn
1
fine location in Highlands,
4'4 crowd
.
r"-"unr- ill 1 want In an offer!" Ex- all furnjished.
nij. .;-- .
.i.ni.ii r,iT
""
Price I 1,000. Dunbar's.
ISO
alnee. I make this statement unsollc-lt- d.
change.
t
14
T.irrf dur Morning Journal want ad rend- FOR HALE A live roomhui"íisire7ñ
14
M 14
being prompted to do
that I ers are finding "better furnished mums."
eight room house, latter furnished or un77
H 79
may show my appreciation of this
In the. Near I'uiitrc.
furnished, both modern; close In; cheap thU
1
17
H
Mm. lliritm Often And' why did remedy, Donna Kidney IMIls
week; also two seated earrings, nearly new.
WiNTI'll.
Inquire 129 East Central avenue.
tiíS Í.4
you leave your urt piare?
For sale by nil dealer.
Trice 50
CUUM TO WOHK IV ll(H)KHIM).
44
H 4.",
mp
'
,
FOR SALE A
i oater-Aiuuuan
woman
I
tne
Co.,
u
tona
Htirralo
couion
i
n
eenia.
brick house, fur
141
H4
nished, on South Itrnaitwar: modern: wlih
lonij. Her motor car an' mine New York, Hole agenta for the riilieiilit'ririilWL
I
a4 git
table, chicken house and yard. This place
wan different makea
j
n' we wag
rítate.
II 4 17
nes mree lote;
nice shade trees.
dlaputin' about 'em. Phlladel-ptli- tt
4
Kemember the name Dosrn --- nd
Kiery or of every Isane f lha Morning IM00 0O. In.iulre DUNBAR. Burner Price.
'
' '
Q II 'i
.
. Ufc
f, ,
BO uther, I
Journal should he a
tor

A

FULL BET Or TEETH FOB

f

Estate

ltl

W. W. McDonald, Xew Mexico department commander of the Grand
Army of the Republic, and K. H. Htov-eJ. O. CaldwiH, II. Z. Hllss, Kev, Mplaalnt
iHunlnloit
Thomas Harwood and other Albuquer- old
......lit
que members of the G. A. K.. will r
Parrot!
Minina ,
leav tomorrow morning for Haratoga. yiilnry Mining
,.
N. T,, to attend the annual reunion of Khode Inland
the order, which convenes there next Santa Fe Copper
Monday.
shannon
III bo Superior
.! 1'MlaMi
..'..a...'.
Th New Msie department
represented by old soldiers from I .as Tamarack ,, ,, ,.
re, Haton and other j Trinity
Vegas. K.int
o(iT
towns no wnn ine rive or more irom frilled
I'onw.iiilatcd ., ..
Albuquerque, Xew Mexico will be well I'tah
., ..
Wolverln
represented.
Vlrl.irla
The New Mexico veterans are going late Hoala
rmln- - Ke
.....
Ao th encampment
i'h.tht
I'm
western my UMtr tXtaolWaiail .,
piion iw uooxi un

ATTOKNKVR

R. W. D. BRYAN
' Attorney
at Law.
Office In First National Bank Bulldln
Alhi,riuerrue, New Mexico,

year given.

merchandise clerk re
WANTEPfíennritl
quires good position at once. Age 27;
married; near railroad preferred. Apply C.
J. Canning, Wagon Mound, N. M.
All round butcher; for full InWANTED
formation correBnond with Turner &
Oround, East Las Vegas," N. M".
Two milkers. Apply Matthews
WANTED
Dairy. 610 N. Third streoet.
Three
WANTED
first class carpenters.
Apply A. W. Hayden, 412 West Copper

lt

National Encampment of the
Grand Army,

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

Money to Loan

it1

liavla Italy

"!rt

and Surgeoa. '
and whether owner of machine, WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery at less Occidental Life Building,
as the fine wools are very scarce and
Albaqaer-qu- e.
care Journal.
other grades are not wanted. Sales
New Mexico. Telephone SRtt.
than cost to call nr. Miss Crane, 612 North
are reported of fine Australian merino WANTED Laundress to take wash- Second
street. Millinery and dressmaking
at 86ffl87c for a very small lot, and
VETKKINAnT.
Tarlors; also apprentices wanted.
ing home. Apply 600 W. 4th.
twenty-fiv- e
bales of South American WANTED
WM. BELDEN
washing
day;
by
Work
"I
c.
There,
high quarter blood at 37
is
Veterinary.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ironing and house cleaning. Maggie
very little interest in the London sales
405.
Phone
402
S.
Residenee
Edith.
which will open September 24 as little Trimble, 621 West Tijeras road.
maro;
Btraycd,
one
STRAYED
sorrel
wool suitable for this country will be WANTKll Hcln at the Navajo Hotel.
DKNTISTS.
branded J. G. on left hip; white feeet
WA NT ED Man ami-to go to
included in the offerings.
and spot in forehead; small sore on each
.
man to look after stock and wife side uf neck: finder return to E. W. Fee DR. J. E. KRAFT
219 K. Second Stroet.
Dental Surgeen.
to do housework.
603 S. First street.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phone
WANTKD Two unfurnished rooms
with
Is airaln doing all 744.
Appointments mad
by mall.
CLANDY GOES bath und board in private family, must MRS. RUTHERFORD
(17
ef

--

The demurrers entered by the
in the eHue of the Unlti d
St it ten ni;;iliiM the teirilory New Mexico, M. A. Otero, A. A. Keen, George
V. I'l'ichiird, the American Lumber
corn puny find Clark M. C'urr, will come
up for argument thi morning Ht 10
o'clock before Jude Ira A. Abbott of
the .Second Judlcml district court In the
IternaMllo county court '.house. Ormx-h- y
McllaiK, aHsistunt attorney general
of the United Stales, arrived in the
city hint nliiht and will appear for the
government In the argument today.
Colonel George Washington Prlehard,
former attorney general for New M
will appear for himself and othr
lefend .nils, and C donel 10. W. Dobxon
of thl.s city, also appears for defendants. Colonel I'rlchard arrived in thu
city last night.
Attorney General A. H. Fall, who ii
to repiesenl the territory, I expected
to be here: thU morning. The conclusion of the arguments begun in Santa
Ke Home days since will doubtless attract considerable attention here.

STORAGE,
WANTED Planos, housn"ó53oodsreto..
stored safely at reasonable rates. Phono
Improve640.
The Security Warehouse
ment Co. Offlfces In the Qrant Block. Third
avenue.
and Central

Furnished, 12x14 house tent.
saleswoman In Millinery department.
South Hrnadway.
HOMEOPATHS.
WANTED Girls to work In book bindery.
FOR RENT
house with lawn and
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
H. S. Llthgow, Journal building.
larffo barn. Address 413 South Broadway.
Homeopathic
FOR RENT Ttvo or three room nouses, WANTED Onod girl for general housework.
Physicians and Surgeona.
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt, 610 West Copper
W. V.
furnished or unfurnished.
Over Vann's drug atora. Phome:
Avenue.
502 South Second street.
Office
and residence, 628. Albu1irl to do light housework for querque. N. M.
WANTED
half-bloo'
S. Amo.
1H7
three.
half-blooWANTED
Miscellaneous
!
D ST
RI DAN
blood fleeces sold at 32
WANTED Girl for general housework. Ap
Homeopathic
foreign wools are very quiet, WANTED StegrXpTe'ñsráTe''l4aí-ar- y ply 216 N. Ninth.
Physician

lowing are the prices on genuine thick
vein Hoiking coal. F. O. B. mines per
ton of 2,000 pounds accent on the
2.000 pounds:
11.65
Domestic lump
1.50
lnch screened lump
1.20
of
Kim
mine
'J 5
Pea
7
Nut, pea and slack
55 Governor Appoints Albuquerque
Coarse slack
The Albuquerque consumer who
Woman and Mrs, Joseph
pays Í6.50 per ton nearly lour times
the Columbus price would think he
Among Delegates
Chaves
was dreaming If the coal man should
dump down a pile of coal containing
Reappointed University Re2,000 real pounds and present his bill
for $1.65. in Albuquerque it costs
SI. 65 just to look at the coal.
gent,
Albuquerque is" just as near an inexhaustible coal supply, practically, as
is Columbus, or Toledo, or Detroit, or
Clancy, of this city,
Mrs. Frank
Chicago. Isn't it funny?
has been named by Governor Curry
as one of the delegates to the National
IU MOKKD ritK KS WILL
Prison congress which will meet In
;) TO 7.50 ACJAIX
Chlclcago September 14 to 19., The
There was another street rumor la.-- ; other delegates are: Marion Llttrell,
night that coal would go to $7.50. It superintendent of the territorial peniHut perhaps tentiary; J. K. Wood, of Santa Fe;
could not be verilled.
that is the reason that the two local Mrs. Antonio Joseph, of Ojo Caliente;
dealers at one and the same time have and Rev, E. McQueen Gray, of CurKsbad.
discontinued publishing the price.
The National Prison congress Is held
for the purpose of discussing questions
relating to prison management and
criminal laws, with a view to their betterment, and also for the purpose of
DEMURRERS TO BE obtaining
the best recognized methods of dealing with all classes of offenders.
( lunes ICeupiHiiiitcd Hegeiit.
E
TODAY
Governor Curry yesterday reapARGUED
pointed Attorney K. V. Chaves of this
city, as a member of the board of regents of the University of New Mexico. Mr. Chaves' previous term of apMcHarg, Pilchard and Fall to pointment having expired August 31.
Member of Hoard or negents of School
Appear in Land Fraud Cases Antonio C. of Mines.
Abeytia, of Socorro, was
by Governor Curry a
at Court House 1 his Morning, reappointed
member of the board of regents of the

Two Hail Turns.
Something went wrong with Mr.
MINIMI STOCK.
f
The ill.. liiit llosion quotations are fur- Kadger'n automobile while he wum gonished by F. (Irf A IV. brokers, over their ing up a Mteep hill. It mopped and bevm private vire tu Albuquerque, N. M . gan to go back down the hill. He apSeptember 3. I'ii7.
methlng hud
plied the brake, but
AinnUarnHli.il 4'(.ipr
734 I 71
gone wrong with that and the ma4S
Anaconda .. ..
47!'
chine didn't stop till it reached the
HH
Aliones
31
nottotu of the slope, severely Jarring
f,
Arcadian
i
Mr. Kadjer In his pocket.
Arizona Commercial
IT1,
!(,
This was substantially the xtory reAmcrlrtn Haa;lriaw
Hfti 14 '
'4
lated by Mr. Kadjer, to tho reporter
Atlantic
13',
'.'I
4t
Hielen Consolidated
who railed on him at his place of
liihichmn .. ,. ,
buxInesH next day and asked for the
4
lll.i. k Mountain
4', particular of th accident:
i
21
r 21
Huim Coalition .. ..
"YOU autornobllq turned turtle, did
7 ij
Cumberland Ely
It?" asked tho reporlgr.
21
Albuquerque and New Mexico Centennial
"Yes," ho answered, "nut as I told
' ni o nut anil Ailsona
t:4 i I.'.'. ' you.
It er turned crawfish llmt."
lUriiMi
' Exchange.
WiH be Well Represented at Copper
It
Ixom ArlK.na

SARATOGA

III

IS

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
HELP WANTED

Frank Dugan Will Lose Hand
A LITTLE COMPAIUSOX
WITH KASTElt.V COAL KATES
As Result of Wild Pursuit ot
The .VU.rring Journal has received a
card from the New Pittsburg Coal
a Freight Train in the Gallup rate
company of 50 East Broad street. Columbus,' O., with branch offices in ToYards,
ledo, Detroit and Chicago. The folAs a result of chasing

m

DEVELOPMENT

Will Make
Head of State
Trip Into Mexico via Sail Antonio
Instead of El I'aso.
and
Tn

CURIOUS BETTER FEELING

nt,

ti

Gold Crnwna
Ould llUlnrs,

'

..MM

upwards from
!..1.4I
Painless Extraction
ga
All Work Absolutely Ouarsnleed.

DRS. COPP & PETTIT,
T'Q"'" 1. N. T. Armljo Hulldln
A LU UODER-UK
Foundry and Machine Works.
.

I.

Hall, Proprietor.

Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore, Coal, and
Lumber Cara, Pulleys, Orate Bare, Bahbltt
Metal, Columns and Iron Fronte for Build-Inn- s.
Repairs on Mining- - and Milling- Machinery our specialty. FOUNDRT, East Hide
of Railroad Track. Alhuoiienua. New Mexico

Arthur E. Walker
Fire Inmirancfi. Rocrrtary Mutual
Aftodatlon. 1'lione 685.

nullding

ÍI1V4 West Central Avenue.
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Sold In Abuquerque
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PROPERTY'OWNERS MUST
ORDER THEM

MOVED

Street Committee Receives In- structions to at Once Look
Into the Matter Mudholes
Being Filled Up.

'

V

The Bill Boards Must Go.
Since the need of having those public eyesores removed was broached
some time ago by the Morning Journal, the motion has been ably seconded
by a great many citizens who have
registered complaints with the aldermen. Tuesday night the matter was
brought up at the city council meeting
and the municipal fathers will act on
the suggestion with promptness. The
street committee was instructed to
look Into the proposition at once and
see to having the unsightly boards
taken down. Alderman Hanley, in
speaking on the matter, said that the
property owners are the ones responsible and the owners of lots adorned
with lurid advertisements of soothing
syrup, shoes, underwear, and stoves,
will be approached by the street committee. The aldermen are in sympathy with the crusade against the bill
boards and realize that they are not
only
extremely detrimental to the
landscape, but also violate the spirit
of the fire limits ordinance, many of
tnem containing a great deal more
lumber that the smalKhlcken coop,
for instance, which tho dwelloi within
the fire limits is forbidden to erect.
Property owners can give the coun
cil effective
in the matter by ordering the boards taken down
at once without waiting to be inter
viewed by the committee.
Busy With the Mmlholew.
"How many weeds have Vou cut
flown this week, Mr. Tlerney," asked
the mayor of the street commissioner.
"We had to let the weeds rest this
week," said Mr. Tlerney. "We've been
too busy filling up the mudholes." Mr.
Tlerney and his force, by the way,
have done some very effective work in
tho past ten days filling up tne lagoons
and sloughs formed In the streets by
the torrential rains.
The crusade
e
against, the weeds, however, wil
with increased vigor as soon as
the mudholes a:-- attended to.

i

bringing outtíié "comforting thought,
what happiness above was for the)
young life which had gone out. The
service was closed by the song, a
favorite of the deceasecr, "Face to
Face," sung by Mrs. Patterson. At the
grave the honorary pall bearers sang
"Rock of Ages," and as it was sung,
passed around the grave, each scattering flowers. Prayer followed. Funeral
services were, also held at Albuquerque, N. M., last Sunday afternoon. The
many friends and beautiful floral offerings there showed Miss Lllla's
power to win friends during her short
stay at Albuquerque. The one beautiful thought brought out In the service
was of Miss Lilla 8 great fortitude and
always happy and cheerful disposition
during ' her stay there. Her work
is done but she leaves a memory so
boautiful to follow, earth having, less
,
for her, heaven more.
.The deceased was born in Mahkato,
June 9, 1883, and was a graduate of
the Mankato high Bchool and of the
state normal school. After graduating from the latter, institution she
taught for a short time at the normal,
and then at Henderson, and was reelected for the following year., when
she was obliged to resign on account
of 111 health. She was a successful
teacher and gave promise of a useful
future. She was an interested member of the Methodist Episcopal church.
and belonged the Epworth League.
She was a young woman of splendid
character, who was loved and re
spected by all who enjoyed her ac
quaintance, and her sudden death is
a source of grief to her friends and
relatives.

nun

203

cents

25 pound boxes
of the large ones for
canning. Per box,

HOOSIERS

Grocery Co.,

Unique Invitation Issued to Reunion of the New Mexico
Commercial Travelers During
Fair Week,

JUBILATION

AT

GRAND CENTRAL

LAWN MOWERS,

The enrollment In the High school
classes is higher than on any previous first day, eighty having enrolled
yesterday. There are sixty in the
eighth grade, and seventy already enTho
rolled in the seventh grade.
prospects fbr a pleasant and success
ful year's work in the public schools
under the direction of Superintendent
Sterling are excellent.
Healthy kidneys tiller the Impurities from
blood, and unless they do this Rood
Foley's Kidney Cure
health Is impossible.
makes sound kidneys and will positively cure
all forms of kidney and bladder disease. It
strengthens the whole system. J.' H. O'ltielly
tho

Co.

Leather From Whale SkliiM.
The British consul at Chicago has
made a report to his government concerning the whaling industry carried
on by Newfoundland fishermen. They
have been attempting to make whale
leather a commercial product, and are
said to be meeting with some success.
Tho average whale hide covers a surface of about 1,500 square feet. A
square foot of hide weighs from two
to five ounces and is priced as high
as 50 cents.
The leather is very
tough, and Is suld to have wearinx
qualities, and may, therefore,
be
adapted to the covering of furniture,
buggy tops and seats, and also automobile uses. It Is also claimed that it
can be used for boots and shoes.
Leather made from the Intestines of
the whale resembles kid, and is very
thin and tough. It will take color
readily, and is to bo offered to glovi
d
manufacturers for making the
gloves now worn by women.

The commercial traveler are busy
night and day making preparations for
the big reunion of tho New Mexico
p
drummers during the territorial lair,
OK INTRKKST TO MANY.
which will be one of the biggest and Membership
Foley's Kidney Curo will euro any case of
of
Indiana
the
and
noisiest
mott successful features of
kidney or bladder trouble that Is not bethe carnival. "Drummers' headquarNo medicine
yond the reach of medicino.
Club of Albuquerque Is Rap- can
ters" In the Zeiger building has bedo more. J. II. O'ltielly Co.
come the most popular place in town.
idly Approaching the 200
The following unique invitation to the
Embarrassing.
reunion has been issued:
person is on roller skates
a
When
New
President,
Mark
Keiiiilon New Mexico Commercial
It Is hard to tell what will happen.
Travelers Oilier No; 1.
Lately a very particular and dignified
Mr. Blank.
Atchison woman had on roller skates
The Imllima club of Albuifuerque and
Sir: You are hereby commanded,
was standing and talking to a
by a cordial order of the president, to held n most enjoyable business and so. man she knew only slightly.
Sudbe in Albuquerque on "Commercial clal session Tuesday evening In
denly her feet started out from under
of tin; Grand Central hotel. A her and
Travelers" day," Thursday, October 10.
wildly
the
at
she clutched
1907, to enjoy "The íiig Fair" and to very Interesting program
whs ren- man, catching him by the front of his
d
dered. C. S. Bennett, of Boston, tlm 'shirt. In her frantic efforts to steady
help the Knights of tho Orlp
lamous p'gerdemaln expert, gave a j herself on her roller skates, she pulled
the town,
boys
enterAlbuquerque
will
remarkable exhibition of his slelgnt the bottom of the mans shirt out or
The
tain all visitors with on open house. of hand power and was really tho his trousers, and then In her terrible
A crack base ball team, composed of feature of the evening.
F. Kerzmati embarrassment, she began hurriedly
traveling men, elegant badges, beauti- gavo some whistling solos which were poking his shirt Into the top of hi
ful floats,, a prominent position in the much applauded nnd Prof. DI Mauro trousers'. The onlookers tried not to
parade; and steps to a permanent or- - rendered a violin solo in his usual laugh, but could hardly help it.
ganixatlon, Is but a part of the pro-- 1 masterly style.
gram. A fine lino of samples from
Seventeen new members were reHOW TO AVOII AITKNIHCITIH.
Strenuous Ufe & Company, the good. ceived at tho meeting, bringing the
victims of appendicitis are those who
time manufacturers, will be on exhibi- membership of the dub up to nearly areMost
Orino Laxative
habitually cotuiiltputod.
tion everywhere. We expect you with 175. It Is expected the 200 mark wUl Fruit Hyrup cures chronic constipation by
us on that day.
be passed soon, as there are still other stimulating the liver" and bowels, snd reCOMMITTEE IN CHAKGE.
members of the Hoosler colony in th stores the natural action of the bowels.
does not nauseBy Secretary.
iltv who have not yet enrolled them- Orino Laxative Fi ultIs Hyrup
3,
mild and pleasant to
1907.
Sept.
grle and
Albuquerque. N. M..
selves. Nearly one hundred peoplu ate or Ilefuso
substitutes. J. H. O'ltielly Co.
were nresent last night. Delicious re- take.
freshments were served during the
MISS 0DJARD EXTREMELY
Heal Camera Fiend.
evening.
what Is this
POPULAR IN HOME CITY
The mint Important business trans- ' Magistrate Officer,
acted was the election as president of man charged with?
Constable He's a camera fiend of
tho club of Dr. C. A. Elder, an en
Dentil of Young lairty In Albuquerque thusiastic Hoosler and who will make the worst kind, yer worship.
"But this man shouldn't have been
Cause f Widespread Hwrow In Man-knt- an Ideal president of the growing orMinn., Where Funeral
ganization of loyal Indlanans. He suc arrested almplv because he has a
ceeds Mrs. Baker, resigned, who gave mania for taking pictures."
"It Isn't that, yer worship; he takes
entire satisfaction In her conduct of
the cameras." Philadelphia Inquirer.
of the office.
duties
the
The death of Miss Lilla Odjard, the
Morning Journal want ad.
well known teacher In this city, has
Try
caused widespread sorrow among the
in
her
youngf lady's countless friends
NUMBER AT
The LARGE
home city of Mankalo. Minn.
eays:
Daily
Press
Free
Mankato
IP YOU WANT
The funeral of Miss Lilla Grace Odjard occurred yesterday afternoon.
Manv were the friends who gathered
OL
to see her for the last time, until the
Death claims
great reunion above.
many, but when a young life goes out
with plans for so much future work,
,the loss seems much greater.
Immaculate
The floral offerings were beautiful Attendance at
and niany.i showing the esteem In
Conception Institution Breaks
which Mlss'Ulia was held by her
friends. Among the larger
miiny
All Past Records,
pieces was n cross surmounted by a
That writes smooth anil easy and
dove, gates ajar, pillow, broken circle,
don't leak nor soli jour lingers,
' anchor, heart, three circles and nubuy m
merous beautiful bouquets.
The enrollment record of the ImTho active pall bearers, near friends maculate Conception parochial school
of the deceased, were Hoy Ashworth, was broken yesterday when the numwas
Rhv Andrews, Gilbert Fletcher, Lester ber of boys and girls entered
Davlcs, Mstsle Mlckelson and Harvey counted up, showing an attendance of
bearers,
pall
honorary
chilof
The
number
170. To Instruct that
Pass.
rliiHsniHtus from the normal and hlglv dren the faculty this year will consist
Increase of sev- school classes, of which MU Lilla wtu of seven teachers,
a member, were Frank Ackerman, eral over last year
Helen Weed, Hertha Hunt, Lucy HubFather Mandalarl, of the Immacu
bard, Marie Hanson, Nellie Jacobson, late Conception church, assisted In the
.Mrs Jay Hubbard. Ktclla Hanson, Ed'l
Hlldu Knoff. rqil Tell Facta Other About m4 Things.
Kelly, fcdnn Jensen,
Twelv years ago few penpl knew of such
We give you a WIUTTKN
Edith fiheldon, Louise Olson. Barbara
Mansfield, Anv Page, and Julia Hubb. s preparation as a Powder for ths reel.
Cíl'AKANTKK Willi every pen. We
of
Allan's
merit
lit
Today
after
senulns
home
the
held
was
from
The funeral
has been told year after Jrea by have them lu all sixes and all
of the deeesscd. TnP service were
gratified parson to another, thers art prices.
.
opened by the singing of "Asleep In one
millions who would as soon so without, a
by the quartet c.ompsu o, dentifrice
,j"sus.
as l'.hout the dully WW of Allw's'
prrv.
n.
Mr. John Foot Ease. It Is a
nuii.,ra(i Un.
wholesome. twl
'
F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY
m.kI)I Mrs. O. K. Hrslt. Thl. Ina.i antiseptic powder tu be shaken; Into
whs followed by prnyer, nnd then the the sine, which hi. riven rest and win-fo- I
m W'KHT CKNTKAf. AVK.
to lltud snd achina; feet In ai .irt
song, "Nearer, My God, to Thee." The
uu
I
cures
whits
ala.
world.
It
th
louihlngly
was
beautiful nnd
sermon
long-sleeve-

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

'

GARDEN HOSE.

Cadi Up Telephone 780;

J. H.iO'RIELLY COMPANY
CAREFULLY

LvS3

Whenever you want your Prescriptions filled promptly and accurately or
it you want DUIGS and MEDICINES sent up to your bouse In a fcurryf

V

FILLED.

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

BLUE FRONT.

Comfort Goods

SPECIAL

EXTRA

FOR

THIS

WEEK ONLY
"ii

Wc have divided all of our La-

Cotton Batts

dies' Lace and Ebroidered

Comfort Slzo Cotton Halts. 3 pounds In roll, line
clear full blenched Cotton, roll opens to alio of
comfort, the roll
10c
Good clear Cotton Batts, in one punil rolls, full
bleached cotton, an extra good cotton, for tho
roll
20c
Same Cotton llatts as above In half-poun- d
lulls,
tho roll .,
too

llars into two

price

on

Co-

lots; placing a

each lot, that will

make them Extraordinary

Bar-

gains. Lot number one consists

Children's Knit Underwaists

of Collars

Knit t'nderwulsls. made f óm
yarn. The tapes are sewed
tho best
on by the fnlon Special Double Lock Stitch, four
needle machine. Improved buttonholes.
Kuch button has 2i slltches, making It thoroughly socure,
with safety pin tube which prevents tho cloth front
being torn, when attached to the undergarment;
all lües from 1 to 12 yours, each
15c
The Nazarpth Waist.
We stand back of every
N'ajareth Waist that we sell. We can do this because tho fnunufacturer stands back of us. Never
yet heard of a Nazareth Waist going wrong, but
If over one does turn out badly we want to know
kUout It. We'll quickly and cheerfully give you
another In 'tis stead. Ko when you buy a Nazareth
Waist you take no risk.
You may depend upon
g
them being Just what is claimed for them
satlsfuctlon-glvlii- g
garment for boys and
gills from Í in 13 years of age. Each
2fio
Children's Bleached

that sell regularly at

25c and 35c.

To close them

out we have placed the price at

each

9c

Lot number two consists of

those that sell for 35c to 60c.
The price of which will be,

20c

each

Boys' Suspender Waists
Waists for Hoys, a perfect pants and
drawers supporter, and acts as a brace at the mimo
time, novel and useful, no buttons to sow on, no
washing; all sizes, each
35c
Skeleton

Windsor Ties

LP.

W. Central Ave.

I

Now

is your chance to buy a

Pretty Collar at much less than
half the regular price.

for
Stenographers' Note Books, led line,

,

.

.

fa

txH

Inches,

SU leaves,
Be
each
Bookkeeping
Blanks, 7V4xl2V4 Inches, Prcsshoard
Covers, cut flush, flexible, title stamped on side,
36 pages, ruled double entry, Ledgers, bay lioyk
,
Be
and Journal, each
Composition Book, Old Glory, stiff back, mounted
picture of Flag on cover, 100 pages good quality
','
fic
white woven paper, each
Lead Pencils, natural polish, nickel tip with rubber eraser, medium soft lead. Tho Best Pencil on
earth for, each
lc
Hoho Finished Lead X'encll, nickel removable clamp
cap. rubber, i for
So
hexagon
Commerce Lead Pencil, Black Itnlah,
shape, Oilt tip with lubber. This Is a first class
Pencil, with good soft smooth lead, each
ffc
Compass Lead Pencils, 5! Inch lead divider for

architects, draughtsmen, artists, mechanics and
school children; a handsome, useful and reliable
article, although of Ingenious mechanism. It can
be manipulated easily and readily by a child; (
extra leads with each; each.,
23c
Eye Shudcs, handy lightweight eye shade, made of
very lino dark green cullulold, perforated top, clastic back, light as a feather, an Ideal eye shade.
..
10c
each . . . '
Kneaded Itubbcr Eraser, can bo kneaded Into any
desired shupe; unexcelled for cleaning' drawings;
will erase without Injuring the surface of the paT

.

8

fa

each
d

drawing

In fancy alkie box, 4 Mi
incites long; pencils enameled same color as lead,
,
, . , , .fa
the box
Pen Holders and Pens, glass finished pen holder,
cork or metal tips, fancy colors, with one pen

...fa

point, each

Ite.l or Black Ink, the bottle
fa
Fountain Pens, UK gold plated point, hard rubber
This I a good
barrel and cap, screw section.
pen, with tiller, each
50c

TDTh A IPTTDTIiPTUnP

iJPJHA 1

4

.

l'oncil Tableta, 6x9 Inches, 300 to. S50 pages of
good quality Pencil Paper, ruled. The Best Pencil
,., .6o
Tablet tin earth for, each..,
Spelling Tablets. T2 leaves, each ...k
;.v.te
Examination Tablets, hxl'i Inches, good ink paper,
.'.So
each
Ink Tablets, In Note, Pucket anil Letter size, ruled
Extra good vulues at, each
and unruled.
Ac, 10, and lflc,
i
i.
Typewriter Paper, Fina Whlto Linen Paper In lettor
and legal size, unruled, light or heavy weight.1'
This is a strictly first class paper, H sheet!

Drawing Crayons, superior
crayons, six assorted colors

.

'

School Supplies

per,

Silk Windsor Ties for boys' wear. In Kurah and
Taffeta Silks.
Hlu
nnd Whlto
checks,
white
ground with largo blue, red and black polka dots,
black and w hite . Shepherds plaid.
Plain white,
brown, blue, pink and yellow; all 'full width and
length; each
25c

O
lili.
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RACK

"""y

Now Is tho ,tlmo to make up your, bed comforts
for the winter. We will place on sale this week
a good calico that will make good outside covering
for comforts, rod ground with black llgures and
stripes.
This goods cannot be duplicated for tho
prlco that we sell It for this week. If you expect
to make any comforts this fall, now ts your
chance to buy tho material for less than tho regular prices, this week only, the yard
5c

"

POULTRY NETTING,

BECAUSE THE BEST.

THE MOST POPULAR

H. K. FOX, Secretary and Manager.

be made as new pupils will continue
to straggle in for a week or more.

Enamel ware.

Cutlery,

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters

TiAS VKGXfi

MAIL ORDERS

Between R. R. and Copper Ares.

,

REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

The UualcHt Drug Store Between Denver and Los Angele.

Public Schools Commence
Tennis
Work With Lmgc Attendance; High
School Cluxxes Unusually Large

ROLD

Avenue

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

SCHOOL REGISTRATION
UP TO EXPECTATIONS

innII

and 117 North First Street

Shelf Hardware,

a Speclulty.

enrollment work, reading off the
names of the new scholars, after
Which he delivered a brief address
1
tipon an educational line.
The St. Vincent's academy also
opened yesterday for the school year,
with a large attendance and increase
in number of instructors.

,

COMPANY

Central

Phone 80.

Mayor McKee at Tuesday night's
council meeting called the attention of
the council to the very pertinent fact
that after the first day of January,
1907, the city of Albuquerque will lose
approximately $6,000 of revenue heretofore derived from gambling licenses.
The tiger Is doomed to go on the first
of the year, and the $6,000 goes with
him glimmering.
"I believe," said the mayor, "that
much of this loss may be made up by
placing licenses on many branches of
industry which are thus taxed in all
the big cities but which we have never
assessed In Albuquerque. I would
sugest that tho proper committee get
together and look carefully Into th'
proposition. There are a number of
licenses which should In fairness be
raised and quite a number of new ones
whjch should be charged."
Chairman Learnard of the finance
committee announced that the committee would look into the matter and
report at tho next meeting.

LIFE

West

ALBTTQITKUQUH

307 W. Central Ave.

Ulli
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Wool, Hides ntul Pell

cents

The Monarch

MEATS

GROSS,. KELLY' & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants

Also

75

IX i'KESH AND SALT
Sausage Specialty

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

pound, only

5

Wholesale and Retail

For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Mar
Vet Prices I Pdlrt

A

Mayor Calls Attention to Loss
The Albuquerque public schools
of $6,000 in City Revenue opened yesterday for the year's work
with a registration for the first day of
With Close of Gambling Af- 1,200 pupils, a splendid showing. It
will be some days yet before an accurate estimate of the enrollment can
ter First of Year,

eon-tin-

AND

serving tomatoes.

DEA1.EB

B. RUPPE

We are taking orders
for those little pre-

SIX THOUSAND

e

STRENUOUS

omatoes

TIGER WILL TAKE

'

.5

THE WM. FARR COMPANY,

.
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BOYS' PATENT STILTS GIVEN AWAY WITH

Our Gua mote

o,

ra owl

Fountain
Pen

Parker

Lucky
Curve

Foot-Ras-

$10 WORTH OF BOYS' MERCHANDISE.

On Dutchess Woolen. Trousers
"

YOU MAY BUY A PAIR OF

DUTCHESS

AND WEAR THEM TWO MONTHS
HI

II

il

I i.

.

WOOL

TROUSERS

FOR EVERY SUSPEN-

DER BUTTON THAT COMES OFF WE WILL PAY YOU TEN

V

CENTS. IF YOU RIP THEM IN THE SEAT OR ELSEWHERE
WE WILL PAY YOU ONE DOLLAR OR GIVE YOU A NEW
PAIR.
-

I

10
'

CnUij0,
Button,
V

$1.00 ,
'

SI.75, $2.50, $3,O0; $3,50 and $4,00

B

Wash bum

C

The Home of the Dutchess in Albuquerque.

e

;

9 t
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, Entered
a. second clan matter It the'
pel"fTlc. at Albuquerque. N. M., under act
of ronareaa of March I. 1871.

W

MORMNO
THE
JOI RNAL '
BEPI BMC AM PAPER CMT TOW
MEXICO. SI PPORTIN'O THE PRIKCIPLKM
Or TIIE IHKPl Bl CAN PARTY ALL. THE
TIME. AND THE METHOII8 OF THE KB.
PIBLICAX PARTY WHEN THEY ARE
RIGHT.

THE

1,EAII0

Larger rirrutatioa thaa air ather mi per la
w Mexico. The onlf paper la New ,Meilo
day la the year.
Ut.ed

vy

"The Morning Jniiraal haa a higher circa
latloa ratine thaa Is accorded la any other
paper la Alhnqiierqn ar any other dally la
wpaper
New Mcilco." Th America a
OP 81'BHCRIPTIO.V.
Pally, by mall, one year. In advance.
latly. by carrier, one month
Ialty, by mall, una month
TICRM

AI.IIIQUKRQIB

grafters, who live, like buzzards, wherever the carcass may be. '
And then, statehood, single or double, depends a goqd deal on the complexion, politically, of the territories
applying for the tame. At present we
have a republican congress to deal
with, arid ?very member ot that body
knows
that Arizona Is hopelessly
democratic, and It would not take him
more than fifteen minutes to Inform
himself that with the present Immigration from Texas, and the rapidly
growing disgust of the people with the
present rotten republican machine,
New Jdrxieo would In; all. probability
be marching under the same banner
before a legislature 'could be elected
for the choice of I'nlted States senators and a republican member of
either house of congress will heltate a
good while before he will consent to
add four votes to the democratic side
of the United States senate, from such
a constituency as these territories Just
now present.
These facts are notorious, and the
man, In Arizona or Xexv Mexico, who
attempts to Ignore or deny them, simply acts the part of the ostrich, which
hides its hcai In the sand, and Imaginen It has thereby concealed its whole
boly he may fool himself, but he
doesn't fool the world.

n
60

l'MOMSM

NEW MEXICO

IN ENGLAND.

Tho friends of union lubor claim to

TIIKIIK'S MANY

A

MJ1', ETC.

Our Arizona neighbors

nine

swal-

lowed IhV cingle statehood bolt without the KllKhtest suspicion of a hook
within tho. thing, and are ho absolutely
sure of statehood that they sem to
frel, for'' all practical purposes, an
thouRh they were there already so
confident are they, indeed, that the
gentlemen 'to constitute the flrnt state

administration, and first delcgalon to
Washington, have already been selected, and are relied upon to furnish the
pinews of, war for the campaign, when
congress passes the bill.
In their haste, born of their overwhelming desire to become a slate,
they have overlooked t4ie Important
who have
fact that the gentlemen
given them the guarantee of statehood,
though holding quite conspicuous position under the present national administration, do not conatltutc the
power that admit
states into the
union. Th')' have overlooked the
great truth which governs In all such
cases, that the American people always have something to say In the
matter of admitting new states, and
that when the representatives of the
American people get right down to
business In the matter of considering a
proportion to give the handful of people in Arizona as much power in the
I'nlted States (senate as la held by the
many millions of New York or Pennsylvania. ArUona w ill not bo very long
In finding out that she stands Just
about as good a chance of success as
that proverbial cat without claws.
But In the meantime the trick will
have served Its purpose, and the six
delegates from the territory of Arizona
to the republican national convention
will have been Just as useful as any
state could have
tlx delegates from
been yes, and more, too, because,
dazzled by the picture of statehood
held up before them, they would have
been a good deal more pliable than
And
then
delegates from a state.
when It Is ail paM, and there is nothing to do but to chuckle over how easily the suckers were caught, Arizona
can be left to attend to her mines and
her cattle unmolested. Politicians In
this age of the world don't allow
themselves to worry much over a
"dead hoss."
A strenuous effort Is being made, to
play the same game on New Mexico,
but from all appearances the republicans o this territory are a little too
shrewd fo be) taken In on any scheme
quite t diaphanous.
They rcdngnlze the fact that If there
I
any one fiointi,, upun . which, the
American people. II over the country,
have unalterably made up their minds.
It Is thai when these two territories
come Into the union they must come as
one state. When Om people of ' the
United St ten
at 'the situation In
these territories as It- actually exists,
they see that, on the one h.tnd Arizona, by a teinendoua majority, votes
down a proposition to come Into the
union under conditions which would
make her absolute control by a few
nabobs, at least doubtful, while on the
other hand, Svw Mexico advertises
herelf to the world as so completely
In the control of the most
corrupt
gang on t tie continent that she sends
a man with the reputation of "Dull"
n
Andrews to represent her In the
of the I'nlted States, then can
any sane man think It strange that
when the territorio ask to be admitted to the union singly, congress meets
thern wilh the declaration that "we
have rotten boroughs enough already I"
These ate unpleasant facts, It
true, but communities, like Individuals, frequently have to meet facts
that are, not pleasunt to look at, and
there Is 4iever anything gained by try.
Ing to Ignore them. That Is merely an
Indication of weakness, and lack of
aagaclty.1' The only proper way for
nenslblo men to deal with such unfortunate, condition
Is to look them
squarely In the face, and earnestly endeavor to better them.
The way to get statehood Is to show
ourselves fitted for It, and until w
can do that we are much better off
at we are. There will be no trouble
about statehood In either territory
when we are able to whow oumelvet
capable of maintaining a government
'of the people, bv the people and for
the people, but It I simply folly for
us to make any pretensions In this line
as long á we constantly advertise the
world (hak) tha pite
f,irt to
ritory U government la maintained
hy tul fW n few mliilnir tiabotm who
nitiititnln no more limit nmtinjl, (fU
deuce there, and .In the; other by ail
linxcrupulous , gang ot professional

ik
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con-fjres-

1
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be making marked progress for their
cause in the kingdom of Great Britain,

and current reports from England
make it look as though this claim
were well founded. In a London letter of a few days ago we are told that
the most significant development In
British politics is the effort being
made by the British trade unions to
Increase their political influence. They
havo reached the stage at last where
the two chief parties, instead of acting
Independently
or In' combination
against .them, are outbidding one another for their favor and support Not
that the bids are made publicly or
of an auction
with the definiteness
eers sale. The competition oeiwecn
the ministerialists and the opposition
is an underground affair, with many
of the characteristics of an Intrigue on
both sides. But of the fact itself there
is no doubt.
Hut to the trade union leaders, now
preparing for the congress at Bath, the
's
fate of Sir Henry
three land measures is of little
account. They do not care much what
happens to the Uosebcry schemes for
extending the English bill to Scotland
and multiplying the number of small
proprietors. They point out that no
such measures as the government has
proposed can go far toward drawing
out of the big and congested centers of
manufacture the surplus population.
"What we want," they say, "is work
for the unemployed secured, after the
methods of the MacDonald 'unemployed bill.' and a five shilling pension
years of
for everybody ovej sixty-fiv- e
age." At Bath they will show the
country, it Is expected, that they have
program and a resolute ina clean-cu- t
tention. This advance of the trade
unions toward political power. It Is
said, Is the most Interesting phenomenon In the recent history of the
United Kingdom. Jreland Is Involved
as deeply as Britain In the plans of
the trade union leaders. For the mo
ment the socialists are blowing the
trade union trumpets, though the
the
trade union leaders repudiate
principle of socialism.
.

Campbell-Hanncr-tnan-

HW

M INU IN1

Kit KST I N G.

In Maryland
Both
parties note with Interest the appearance of Governor Warfield In the senatorial field. He Is a man of good
abilities, of the highest personal character, and his ambition Is supported
by the figure he has cut In the affairs
That Is to say, a man
of the state.
who has served creditably as governor
has claims upon his party's attention
when he announces for a seat In the
The political situation

In

attracting general attention.

senate.
In this move Governor Warfield appeals from the democratic politicians
to the people, The politicians denied
him a renomlnallon for the offlca he
now holds.
They had the power by
combining against him to put him out
of the running. Had they been able to
prevent It he would never have gone
to Annapolis In the first place. He defeated1 them at that time, and they
have defeated him now. But as he
cannot be governor again he picks his
flint and will try for the senate
He has not, however, shaken off tho
politicians. He must meet them In
this new field a he did In the old.
They will oppose him for tha senate
as they did for governor. They will
flglit him In the open w ith candidates
of their own, and then under cover by
any means at hand. If he secures the
nomination It will be over a powerful
combination manipulated by men who
have Inherited both the methods and
Ihe prejudices of the old Uorman-Ila-si- n
machine.
HOW, WOI LI) THAT KOt XI)?

"Bryan

and

Hrnlth"

how

that look' at the top of the

would
demo-

cratic national ticket next year?
Governor Smith la still on the Job In
Georgia. An one of the Mate railroad
commissioners did not suit him he removed the official and appointed to
the plane a man of his own way of
thinking about railroad matter. That
II
politics practical
politic
and
Governor Smith la eminently a practical politician. Ha learned hi trad
under Mr. Cleveland, who played the
gam too selfishly to succeed, but always with the view ot dominating the
whole situation. Ha would have non
but hi own In office around him. By
tha way, If Governor Smith develop
and I Mr
Bryan's running mate next yer. will
Mr. f'levelund support the ticket? lie
(He 4Jv ovarnos Jk) ftiil iu joUlll
life, and still holds hi m near and dear
personally. Bryan and fmlth, bui

tfwff

--

rldayl

a

tressed by the old combination of
s,
western populists and eastern
which cut a figure in 1892.
would make things Interesting; next
year.

Comment

niehlrrMninéravlhe actor,

w

ho Hut ft

.,
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Futrelíe Fürri. Co.

For'

Conditions are getting so bad In New
Alia írometlmes ( Quite Iarge.
York that the city authorities have
once in a wane uncle earn
been obliged to give the police the as- can be very
small. The Almanac.
sistance ot blood hounds.
See Tlutt Hump.
Tell a man to hump himself and
Our people are Justly proud of the
watch
him get his back up. El Pas't
fact that better public order Is maintained in Albuquerque than in ' any Herald.
other town of the southwest.
.
The Lluilt.
..
l
I...II..,
ThJ UiorlJ la ,.

Get the

'

'

Cleve-landite-

'

SixK'ial net prices for cash before being deluded by
Wo offer special this week for cash or
big discounts.

Summer
Drinks

payments.
í
Chairs, 50 cents and up.
. "'.,
Bedsteads, $1.60 nnd up.
Steel touches, $5.00 and up.
Steel Springs, $2.00 and up.
China Mattings, 15 cents and up. ' '
Carpets, 25 cents a yard and up.
Art Squares, $3.60 and up.
Big stock ar.d lowest prices. Window shades made
to order. Wo want your trade, cash or payments.

'.i

.

die I U,hl.i!5Hdenj;Jiift New London, reached the limit. The lid went on in
Bass Island Grape Juice,
last Saturday night, stood for many Dawson City yesterday. Phoenix Republican.
years at the head of his profession In
'
Club House Grape Juice,
Money on Vox.
this country.
The Alamogordo News has stirred
The National Irrigation congress la up a hot discussion between citizens
Rose's Lime Juice,
now In session at Sacramento, but the "Stranger" and "Pro Bono Publico,"
over the question as to Whether or not '
disordered condition of the telegraph children
or anybody else should bo
Rose's Raspberry Vinegar
service prevents us from receiving full allowed to drink soda water, lemonade or beer In the town park on the
reports of Its proceedings, on time.
Sabbath day. Well, we'll bet on "Vux
and
Populi" if he gets into the debate.
' The people and papers of San Fran121 Paso Times.
cisco are making a
Duff y7s Apple Juice, at
"kick" over the fact that the cost of
One for Hon.
Ben Daniels Is making Arizona a
living In that city 1s higher than It Is
splendid United States marshal but
anywhere else on the Pacific coast.
his loyalty to his chief blinded hia
No one need hesitate about coming good judgment on the statehood question. It may be expected, now, howto the fair for fear of a want of ac- ever, that
Maishal Daniels will
t
commodations. .The .fair folks know-thano difficulty in teadjusting
they are going to have "lots of "his personal interests and conscienscruples In accord with the
company," and they are making pro- tious"
president's new policy. All i.i well that
visions accordingly.
ends well. Tucson Star.
The rains of last week stirred up the
The Torrance Comity Fair.
As the time for the Torrance county
sentiment of the public in favor of
fair draws near, our people will think
storm sewers and paved streets but more
and more of the exhibits they
unfortunately, when the mud dries up will make of farm anil garden prodour enthusiasm does likewise. Like ucts. A number of splendid samples
DRUGGISTS.
have been brought to town recently
the Arkansaw traveler's roof, when It and
Pharinncy, Gold
Proprietors
Alvarndo
of
no doubt most of our people are
don't rain we don't need it.
raving the best for the fair. By a lit- Avenue und First Street.
Iljghliiml Phnrmncy, Corner of East Centle care some phenomenal growth i
The unprecedented rain of last Fri- can be secured in this couniry, which, tral and Broadway,'
day evening left a trail of destruction when brought together from all secbehind It, about half way across the tions, will not only open the eyes f
NOTK'K FOR Pl'BMCATION.
the strangers, but of our own people Department of the Interior, Land Office at
continent all the way from the Colo- as
well. Bring your best to the fair.
,Munta Fc New Mexico, August 10, 1907.
rado to the Mississippi, and the news
Estancia News.
Notice Is hereby given that Eplfanlo
of Albuquerque, N. M., has tiled notice
dispatches have already reported the
proof
of
his Intention to make, final
Hnrk
From
the
Tomb.
loss of more than fifty lives on account
As time rolls on and circumstances tn support of hia claim, viz: Homestead enaniMay
11,
1907,
15,
0,
try
No.
of
domestic
loss
for
made.
the
of It. besides the
adjust themselves under New Mex
Section 12. Township 10 N., Range I
mals and property to an unknown ico a new administration it is belriíí NW
W., and that Raid proof will be mado before
demonstrated that the knockers, the 1!. W.
8. Otero, United States Court Comamount
liars, the slanderers, the libelers and missioner at Albuquerque, X. M., on October
given
false affidavit men who have
5, 1!I07.
Secretary Root taking lessons from New
He mimo the following wltneanca to prove
Mexico people in general and l5- the Solid Muldoon gives the politicians publlcan leaders and officials in par- Ills continuous rcnldcnco upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
something to think about. Maybe he ticular very black eyes, have done the Pajarito.
N. M. ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrtsco,
is not out of the presidential race after Sunshine territory great injury which N. M.: Ellas Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.:
it will take time to repair and undo. Gabriel Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
all. Maybe he Is studying the art of Fortunately, this has already com
MANUEL It. OTERO,
making himself "solid" with the vot- menced, and while it Is proving a hard,
Register.
ers. Maybe Billy Muldoon's science laborious task, it is advancing in
goodly
8
NTMBER
and satisfactory shape. The
OI'R NKW TKI.KPHONK
can be applied In that way. But, any Almanac.
rORTV-SI(46). HKMKMBKK Tit K UK IK.
Al.WAYo A COl'RTKOI'S ( I.CRK RKAHV
how. It is a good thing to braco up
TO TAKK YUl'R URDKK, NO MATTER
.
Well Merited Tribute.
and keen braced. A cabinet office is
CO.
Up around Alamogordo one may HOW H.MAI, L. V. O. PRATT
exacting, and Mr. Boot has not shirkgood
us
as
an
find
the
Illustration
ed his duties. In the war department
AUTISTIC I'KTlilM FIlAMINÍí,
country affords, of the effects of bringhe labored early and late, and in the ing a little water to the desert, sayi ItKA SON .MILK PUK'KS. KHOWFLL
L
KKMMKIt STUDIO, 313 2
state department he has been quite as the EI Paso Herald. A few years ag
AVK.
industrious. As an official he has won the spot where Alamogordo ' stand:,
ROSWKI.L AlTO.MOIHI,K CO.
both the confidence and the admira was as barren of vegetation and as unMull and passenger line between Roswcll
tion of the country, and the president promising in aspect as any square mile N. M., and Torrance, N, M.. dally, Sunday
In Uncle Sam's cactus patch. Now the included, conectlng with all trains on the
has paid high tribute to his worth.
town is as pretty and green and flow- Hock Inland and Hanla Fe Central Railroads.
Leave Roswcll at 1 p. m. Leave Torrance
and Its thous- on
lt affords the Morning Journal ery as one could wish,
arrival of Rock Island train due at 2 a.
every
comenjoy
m. Running time between the two points
pleasure to chronicle the fact that its ands of Inhabitants
Is
hours.
Meals furnished at Cump Nccdmore
and convenience. The city park
protest against the unsightly bill afort
delightful place, and wondrously re- free of charge. Excursion parties accommo-In
boards that disfigure some of the freshing to the eye of 'a traveler after dated by notifying the conipu,ny two days
principal streets of tho city. Is cor- a long Journey across 'the sand. The advance.
dially endorsed by practically all the streets are lined with trees, and the MIXED. AN ANIMAL CAN IIE FU!
FOR HORMKM. HKMT (KAIN IN
people of Albuquerque, except the few houses- have their littleiawns and gar. (HKAT VARIETY.
l.KOI NI AMI
El. I,
who have a pecuniary Interest In dens.- ; The stream goes on Its wav MIX El. AN ANIMA M AN HE FEO BETduties,
performing
municipal
after
its
TER AMI CHEAPER WITH Till
maintaining the things. We are alspread' out over the
THAN WHOLE (ilCAIN.
NO COLways sorry to have to run counter to and below Is
ICKY. POOR HOUSES WHEN THIS IS
farms.
the Interests .of any citizen, but It canThe seeming barrenhea of the wes- (il YEN THEM. E. W. FEE, 002 8. FIRST,
not be avoided sometimes. In endeav- tern "desert" is a barrenness of huMineral Water cure nnd preoring to carry out the well established man effort and intelligence.
NatUM; vent llllliousDcfis. Auk your grocer fur It.
rule of the greatest good to the great- has furnished the fertile land and tha
and courteous treatment ana
water. It Is man's part to liteForveryprompt
est number and we are confident
rholce-- t of meals you wUI moke no
the"
bring
two
together. Just as a man mistake hy railing
on KM It, Ki.riNWOKT,
that If the people will let their sentimust gather his cotton or smelt his IIS North Tulrtl treet or telephoning jour
ments on this subject be known the copper
tn.
order
conore to get tho values they
council will soon take the necessary tain. It Is as reasonable for man to
steps to abate the nuisance. If it is expect nature to water his farm as it
SMS
absolutely necessary to have such would be for man to expect nature t'
things, let the council designate some build his steamship:;.
Set like a gem at the base of the
place for them, as we
toweling Sacramentos, who.to crown l
do for the "dump."
a national forest reserve Injuring perFor Painting ami Paper Hanging.
petual water, Alamogordo Is pointed
Flrst-clux- s
work guaranteed
e
out to' travelers as a
town
rimiio 717.
508 N. Fourth St.
a town that did not "Just grow. out
Oil
of necessity and habit" but that wa)
truly created hy man's effort and IntelThe editor of the Memphis (Tenn.) ligent acting on uncomhlm-i- i and hithr.
who Is a statistical erto unrelated forces and materials, ai
Established 1873
genius, has delved Into deep mathe- I a locomotive or a dynamo.
respecting the
matical calculations
Wholesale
Grocer. Flour, Feed
colossal fine Imposed upon the StandJust a SuggcMloil.
Oh, take a tumble to yourself,
ard Oil company by Judge Landls. He
Grain.
Agent for
and
My dear Inflated brother.
finds:
Mitchell Wagons.
They haven't yet determined how
And when you have digested that
many trains it will take to carry the
Then pause and take another.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
The world would, run If you were
ti'J. 240.000 from Its Wall street vairlts
"
treasury
government'
unless
to the
dead.
I aomehow have A notion.
paid In silver. In such event there
would be required 177 flat cars with
With Just tho samo old rate oí
a capacity of 33.000 pounds.
speed,
battleIt would build five first-claAnd Just as smooth a motion.
ships or a new subway for New York
City.
The garden tiuck would be as green.
The hens would keep on laying.
It would yield a perpetual Income of
The farmers
$1.027 a day.
would bo Just ai
of
public
strong,
Is
more
debt'
than the
It
For hnrvestlng and haying.
tha United Stajes wa when Jantci
Tho cars would still' run on tho
Buchanan became president.
trucks,
It would make 914 tons of silver
The boats would keep on floating.
dollars, requiring 804 teams to transAnd men would still bo wise enough
port It.
for light and heavy voting.
It would build 2,924 homes at 110,-00- 0
each.
4
I
year
The
at
man who worked In field and
It
the Income for one
per cent on I731.O00.0O0.
mine
Would still be quite na btisy
It Is a trifle more than half the
This is the best descripProviding food and other things
money coined each year by the United
For Sarah, Jane and 1,1 .ay.
States government.
tion of our line of School
And congress would keep bobbing
It Is about 2 per cent of the na'round,
tional debt of 1908.
Shoes for Boys and Girls.
Its knotty woodpile sawing.
It Is I. cents for every man, woman
Forgetting
pay
was there
that Its,
and rhlld In the whole country.
They have extra strong
Just waiting for the drawing.
If they contributed all their salary,
It would take the presidents
of the
soles, leather counters;
So take a tumble and reduce
United States 55 year - to pay the
That swelling 'neath your bonnet.
,
amount.
full length vamps and reYou're not the flywheel of the
It would take 4,730 stree( laborer
'
works,
;
one year to work nut the amount.
They
inforced seams,
You're Just a fly upon It.
It would maintain the United State
The earth was Jogging right along
army and havy two1 months.
wear longest, look neatest
Hefrtre you ever, hit It.
It 1m six tltnr tha annual budget of
And It will still be going some
Venezuela. .
and tit best,
When you hava up and quit It.
It I the annual revenue of Mexico.
one-hacapital
of
the
It Is neaiiv
The Lucky DoHor.
the Hank of Kngland.
Two young
physicians were
the number of
It I nearly one-ha- lf
hew for the first time since
iillver dollar In circulation.
graduation
their
from tho medical
more than the
It la 13.000.000
'I waa much surprised when
"profit" of operating the national gov- achool.
FOR GIRLS.
I heard you'd settled at Beech Hill,"
ernment last year.
aald ona to the other, laughitig. "I've
times the capital always
It Is twenty-nin- a
It spoken of aa sU-- h a
fl
$1.00 to $1.85
to II
stock of tha Standard Oil company of healthy heard
auburn. I wondered If you'd
Indiana, the corporation fined.
any
And
patlcnti
there?"
2
$1.25
to $2.25
to
II
salary
4,713
la
time
the
annual
It
"My dear man," said his classmate,
of Judge Landls, Who Imposed the earnestly,
"It la a healthy suburb, but
$1.75
2
to 6
lo $2.50
fin.
It I alad tha stronghold of football,
every family has Its motor car and
To Me ft Natural Ieth.
thera never waa auch a place for givAn Kngllsh tourist traveling In the ing children's parties,
I'm doing
FOR BOYS.
north of Scotland, far away from any- aplendldly, thank you!" Modern So
where, exclaimed to one of tha na- ciety.
2 to 13
$1.25 tu $135
tives:
"Why, what do you do when any of
Then His Ardor IMetl.
1.1
$1.50
to $2.25
2
to
yon nre 111? You ran ne'er get n
He Í milium l'iillvk'IVll ni. fnlresl
."
maiden, whnt W In your hcnri?
r,
,$1.75 Jo$J.:.(,
' yhf - (n
"''Nrtttptf. replied Hrtn,y
prnctlcnl 'rniililetTI ltiorf,
but I can't tell you the exact tiuantitv.
Just to dee a natural death 7"J
Brooklyn Uagle.

West End of Viaduct.

well-found-

These Help

.

Bookbinder and

15

libber stamp maker. Phone 921.

See E. O.

Price-'-'-

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.
XELEl'llONK

8:18.

Mr. Business Man
sjaMHBwaBMaaaBMaaBaaRaaMaaHaMBBMaaBBwaM

common with every other merchant you want
customers who are liberal buyers,
You want customers who are willing to pay for
the articles on which you make a profit quality
articles so called,
The Morning Journal's readers are that kind.
In using the advertising pages of the Morning
Journal you arc sure of reaching more homes-ho- mes
which constitute the more responsive element of New Mexico than are reached by the
combined dailies of the territory,
Don't take our word for it start an advertisement, and you will be convinced,
In

N

MIX-Tl'H- K

Tul-Pln-

THE RUSSIAN DOUMA
IntR not been murll of
MirrrM, and hat
been rlonril by order of Ihe rinr. He evidently Is Mtinewhnt inirfiit Hint It will
aruiine in lh. people a dealr. for a more liberal form of government. One. y ill beeom.
nrqunlntrd with the elans of plumhlng work
we do It will nroiiKe In you a dr. Ire la entrust tin with your plumlilnc work. !
want to he freo from future annoyance, en-

Jeckell,

man-mad-

Fine

7a

trant your plumbing contract, with reliable
and mpunitlbl. parties. Let ui farnlnli you
'
with an estimule.

L.B. PUTNEY

...

Journal building.

Procrastination Is a thief don't let him grab you, fur ho that falla to
Invest his savings In real estate at the right timo and placo will eventually
find himself swamped in tho fogs of adversity. Wo now have some real
bargains to offer for cash on goodterms. Tho time Is now and tho place
Is Albuquerque, tho most beautiful town in tho west, inhabited by good
people, good churches, good schools, and tho most ideal climate on the faco
of God's green earth. If you wish to buy anything, sell anything, or rent
anything, sec mo at once, a? "he that hesitates Is lost already," .;
'

&

News-Sclmlta-

"

II. S. LITHG.OW,

CEN-THA-

That Standard

'

LEDGER SYSTEMS.
STATEMENT
STAMPS AND SUPPLIES.
RUBBER
"Made in Albuquerque," by

B.H.Briggs&Co

Quier &

the Office.

LOOSE LEAF LEDGERS,
SPECIAL MADE BLANK BOOKS,;
UNAMATIC COST AND PRICE BOOKS,

liiloy

flve-yc-

In

22

W.

Stiver

Co.
Hell"Plutnber
J.TheL.VromDl

4J.

ss

Hard Wear
School Shoes

.

'

,

.

1

lf

--

do-'or-

isyc

2I-2.I-

--

LIGHTNING-

HAY.

-

PRESSES, J. Korber

&

Co., N. Second

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
as to where to go for your plumbing,
tat us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
gaa fixtures, a bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to ua. We do
new work mmilctt er as? kind of
repair. Oar work la rifat and ao are

eur price.

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
THE SQUARE END OF

IT-

-

yiur na of it when you dual with ,i In
lumber, whr-theynu want t.e.m. .urf.mit
on. aide or four; board, plain or bonrrli
planed, tnued anil grooved; lath, hlnglr,
or what nut without knot, or other ilofcd.
If a llrk of wood In Dili y.rd Isn't flriit
clan we tell you .o, and charge you only
'
".fltond." pi lie If yu want It at all,
Tour, fur a .guy. deal.
1.

m

t

.

K?HI0 GRANDE
JLVMBEH. COMPANY
'

Third and Marquette. Phone 8
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City Fathers Determined That SURPRISE TENDERED CAR
Delinquent Property Owners
FOREMAN BY ASSOCIATES
Musí Let ConVacts'orJake
Elegant 32 Piece. Silver Set Is
'Consequences; :
Presented to Popular Official
DOG OWNERS COME UP
Who Has Been' Here Eleven
WITH A VIGOROUS KICK
Years.
:-

-

O. D. Buzzell, general car foreman
Claim They Have' Paid Two Lat the local shops, who has been
Com- transferred to the San Bernardino,
icenses Resolutions
Cal., car shops,
night.
mend Work of Resigning City new station, withleftthelastgood willforof his
all

of his clerks and employes, many of
Whom he has known for eleven years.
Yesterday afternoon while, busy at
his office, Mr. Buzzell was railed to
That property owners who have the office of Master Mechanic E.' H.
been ordered to let contracts for side Harlow, upon thepretext of official
matters
walks in front of their property must
When he entered the office he saw
get busy at once, was the ultimatum about thirty clerks and employes
delivered last night by the city coun- standing about. With a smile of reccil at the first monthly meeting of that ognition he asked Mr. Harlow what
body for September; There are 245 was wanted.
Barney Young, pattern
foreman,
delinquent sidewalk builders In the
city who have received notice after stepped forward and In a witty and
way
pleasant
presented
Mr. Buzzell
notice and who have not enough civic
piece silpride,' sad to state, to improve the with a beautiful thirty-tw- o
the)
set,
ver
compliments
with
of the
the
obeying
by
condition of the streets
aldermanic order.. They will be given shop boys, as a slight token of their
one more chance and after that the esteem and great regret at his de
parture after so many years of service.
city fathers mean strictly business.
The mayor brought up the Bubject here.
Cpon accepting the box, Mr. Buzzell
last night with a recommendation that
the street committee; look into it and tried several times to find his voice,
failing, he shook the hands of the
negbut
secure a list of persoijs who have
lected to lay walks ordered. The proxjj'd and with eyes . suspiciously
mayor said that all person who have moist, walked to his office.
Wefore leaving last night, Mr. Buzpersistently neglected to give contracts for such sidewalks should bt zell remarked to a reporter:
"I have been surprised many times
made an example of. He referred to
the case of one citizen who remarked In my Ufe, but never was so completely
stumped before. The boys are exlast winter: "1 wish It would get warm
so I could lay my sidewalk." "It Isn't ceedingly kind and I can assure them
lnlil." said the mavor. "and this is only that their remembrance will be high- only one case where winter cold and ly prized
C. C. Crewsen, formerly with the
summer heat have prevented trie
Missouri Paclflc.p St. Louis and San
building of walks."
'

",

Chemist,-

,

Street Commissioner Martin Tlerney
said he had already secured the list
and was about to get a list from the
city contractors of the work which
has been let to them. The latter are
reported all busy, so búsy that it will
take them several months perhaps to
complete the walks ordered.
"The people are beginning to wake
up on the proposition," said the street
commissioner last night. "The delinquent residents of Fruit avenue from
First to Sixth streets have all ordered
their sidewalks in the last few days

eeíyhbya ?ü!
lively

Francisco, and the Metropolitan street
railway of Kunsas City, has arrived
in the city to succeed Mr. Buzzell ns
general car foreman here. About six
years ago Mr. Crewsen was connected
with the La Junta shops of the Santa Fe.

R. W. Elstun, claim adjuster for the
Santa Fe const lines, arrived here last
night from Emporia, Kas., where he
has been visiting his parents.
'

brief vacation

lütl of Indigestion and Tilings
Will Look liriglit and Joyous.
Even In the present era of prosperity and good times everything appears
black to those people who are suffering wretchedly from some form of Indigestion. Where digestion is quick,
complete and easy there is a Joyous
and hopeful outlook, but Indigestion
causes depression.
The want of a safe, effective cure
for sick headache. Indigestion and
stonrich troubles, was always felt until the prescription known as
stomach tablets was put up In popular
fom and proved its invariable suc-cIn the many forms of indigestion.
After a few days' use of
stomach tablets the headache, dizzy
feeling, drowsiness, bad taste In the
month, coated tongue, nervousnes,
sleeniessness, distress after eating
all these symptoms of a weak stomach wl" dlsapear and perfect digestion pnd a good skin will show that
the vital machinery is once more running smoothly.
is to be taken before each
meal and It Will stimulate the secretive and digestive Juices and strengthen the whole of the digestive system
so that the unpleasant full feeling will
be abxent and Indigestion prevented.
stomach tablets are sold
iinly In a neat metal box convenient
fur the vest pocket, and cost 50 cents.
J. H. O'Klolly Co. have seen so many
stomach tabcures made bv
lets that they 'give, a guarantee withevery box- that the money will be refllndMj
tiie remedy falls to give sat
Ml-o--

es

Ml-o--

-

K I

!

"There's a sucker born every
The Phoenix board off trade Is sendsaid a fine old grafter many ing out letters to .the commercial or- -j
years ago. He was right about the ganizatlong of Arizona at Tucson,
quantity, but there's a lot about the Prescott, Blsbee, Douglas, and Globe,
quality the old sport didn't live to asking their
in a general
know. For instance,. to cateh a sucker
movement having for its
you have to find its habitat and tlsh territorial
purpose a readjustment
for it. Some suckers leave the water rates between eastern points and Art-- ;
and go flopping across the land in trail zona and also as between points
oi me . nun men iney are canea Arizona.
"lambs," or "lobsters." A high class
According to the plan outlined It
lamb is called a "goat." But In all the is proposed to hold a meeting In Phoe- encyclopedias, dictionaries or "guff of nix some time during the month of
the profesh." we fall to find the definí October. At this meeting will lie rep
tion for a sucker that leaves his home, resentatives from the boards of trade
goes hunting for the fisherman, swal- from the cities above mentioned, and
lows hook, line and sinker and leaves territorial organization will be formed.
his card beside the breakfast table
Acting In connection
with tfie
plate saying he had been there once.
Phoenix board of trade Is the comniit-mltte- e
Therefore people are rather ut n loss
appointed by the Live Stock asas to what to term the bunch of
sociation of Arlzomu composed of Meswho dropped their wads into srs. Packard, Heard and Chandler.
the hands of those amiable sure-thin- g
The Hon. B. F. Packard, a member!
artists, Homer Dll Hois. S. J. Spires inf the Live Stock inundation commit
Wiley,
formerly of Tucson, toe, was in Tucson Tuesday on his way
and Joe
but who latterly have run a gambling to Phoenix. Mr. Packard stated that
hell at Venice, near Los Angeles. Nat-- i his committee had made no move of a
many when tne game was rapiu last definite kind as yet, because members
Thursday night it was discovered that of the committee had been absent from
It was crooked. The faro layout conthe city but that during September
sisted of marked cards. The Los An- several meetings of the committee
papers
say
geles
the roulette table would be held and th,e work of comwas also fixed. The Atizonan "soft piling the complaints of shippers in
things" never had a coance on earth. Arizona! for presentation to the interThey walked right in, were bunked, state commerce commission, would be
then turned around and walked right taken up . In a vigorous manner.
out again. Being from Arizona they
Mr. Packard stated that he favored
wouldn't squeal. Last spring's suits the plan proposed by, the I'hoenix
besides
will do for them this fall and
board of trade to interest the commerthat, one can always wear a straw hat cial organizations of the territory in a
in Arizona.
general movement and that advices he
There were five Tucson easy mark? had received from the principal towns
who went all the way to California to of the territory showed their willinggo against a brace game. There wen ness to
,
!
i
t
thirty Arizonans from the territory's
If the terriitory movement crystalless cultivated centers who did the lizes Into an accomplished organization
same.
the plan calls for the election of a
The amiable Mr. Du Bois Is well board of directors of the general terand unfavorably known In Arizona as ritorial organization which will mainare his pals. Mr. lu Bois stopped ln tain a general office where will be
the Tucson Jail last summer because gathered the complaints of the terrihe tried to run a "Joint." A fourth one tory regarding excessive freight rates
of the gentry gave the name of H. K. and
comparisons
shown between
Fisher, and showed four ancient li freight rates In Arizona and other wes
censes permitting Fisher to run a rou tern states. There Is no doubt but
lette wneei in enson. .Ariz, i oe rem the excessive freight rates as applied
Mr. Fisher departed from Arizona to t() ArIzona poInts have ,u.,.n u
r011s
the sound of a pistol shot some years (1l.awuncl, ,
El
territory.
ago, but rifles like that don t bother p.lso am Lo theAngi,Unt im, Both
t.njyn
J,
"D.
Jh nnd Homerofand
low rates on carload
gamblers had things comparatively
The bunch
As an example of the present
"Du Bois al- lots.
nicely fixed in Venice.
against Arizona It Is
ways did know good whiskey," said a discrimination
that a carload of merchandise
leading sucker. There was lots of cited
can be shipped
the east to El
good whiskey in the Joint, luts of beei, Paso at the rate from
per hun75
iots of everything that makes a sucker dred pounds, or toof Los cents
.Angeles at the
fleecing
of
scaling
and
reckless. The
rate of $1 per hundred pounds., If the
the "fish" and lambs was done artis- same car of merchandise Is shipped to
tically. The "Joint" was incorporated Arizona points, the rate Is $1.83 per
ns a club. You had to go In with a hundred pounds, adding $1.0S to haul
friend and they registered you for fucar from El Paso.
ture use. The register was captured theIf possible.
Intentloji of
It Is th
In the raid of the police and a partial those at the head of the present moveInto
things"
fell
"good
Arizona
list of
ment to better tenitoiial frelgtit
their hands.
rates, to have the Interitate commerce
The Los Angeles papers give a good commission hold a meeting at some
description of the raid. Gilded youths point in Arizona, at which both the
were
and Arizona "good things"
shippers nnd the railroad officials will
rounded up with the crew of gam- be given a hearing.
day
go.
Next
blers, but later were let
the gamblers got out on ball and It's
NOTICK l OR ri'HLICATlON,
a pretty safe assumption that they are Department of the Inferios, Land Office at
now trekking for Nevada. They had Fanta Ke. New Mexico, August 19, 1Ü07.
Notice Is hereby given that Virgil Sparks,
intended to go there anyhow, but the
raid came a day too soon. Some of of Albuquerque, N. M., as filed notice of
to make final commutation
hla
Intention
ore
the best known men in Arizona
proof In support of his cilm, via: Homeamong the list of patrons on the reg- stead
Entry No. 8,708. made December 1,
ister. Doubtless they were sadder men 11105, for
Section 28. Township 10
the 813
before they left the Joint. Maybe
N, Range 3 K. and that said proof will be
mavbe, they are wiser men now. made before II. W. S. Otero, United States
Maybe!
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M..
min--ute,-

What the Morning Jornal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.
Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

newspaper.
It is synonymous

with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service mark youfor when a Morning. Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
result-produci-

ng

.
;

.

advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, win help you in every way. to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.

.

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into á fertile field
the most representative homes of
Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
you are not advertising in the Morning
LOSING not saving money.
If

Morning Journal advertising is good
and it would be good for you.

'

Journal,

are

you

for your competitors.

Don't arguef
Don't infer!
Try it!
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OMCQKrOftATBn

Aro the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
ot
streets and avenues, right in the business
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wldc and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense oassenfier and freieht traffic. Harvev eatW Hm
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
f
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and sevéral large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It Is the
largest shipping point for flocr, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, lhe water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
ciub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots ottered are low In prices and terms easy, mi third of purmay remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
Come early If you wish to secure the choice lots, For further particulars and prices of lots call In person or write to
70-fo-

Ux-I-

Tho New Pur food and lruf Law.
Wi are ptciyM .t announce Hut Foley's
Itniii-ami Tur fur emichi, roMs nil Iuiik
liy th. Katlnol l'ure
troulilm Is imt nffm-loKih.iI unit Iirnir law as lt""ntlna no nplatra

tit thr harmful limit, and
f"r children ami adulta,
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
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JOHN PECKER. Vresident
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The Helen Uot&n and Improvement Company

been almost mobbed by a number of
dog owners who found that they had
The dog lipaid a double license.
cense year begins and ends in August,
a number of license payers who paid
H year's lax last October paid again at
the beginning of the present year,
lipun finding out their mistake, the
dog owners were, naturally Indignant
ii ml the clerk has been kept busy
'
things.

-

"a

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. KL IS AT
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

r

'

í i

it

Ml-o--

rules.'
JOG OWNEItS HEGfSTEH
. A VIGOROI'S KICK
The city clerk reported that ho had

l

I'M

I

on October '5, 107.
He untiles the following witnesses to prove
DON'T FORÍIKT Til AT WK CABBY
Til R 1INKHT LINK III' flRN'P.RIKH N hla continuous residence upon, and cultivaIT.
O.
tion of, the land, vis.: Allan If. Bone,
Till HKCTION OK TIIK COUNTRY.
PRATT H CO.
Alderete. Kflward F. Otero, Manurl-It- a
Swiipe, all of Albuquerque.
(Not Coal t.anrt.)
MANUBL R. OTERO,
NOTICK FOR PI lll.H'ATIOV.
Register.
Department of the InUrlur, Land Office at
Hnnla Ke, N. M., August 1Í, 1S07.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
N. t Ice Is hereby given that Ambroolo Department of the Inteeior, (.and Office at
N. M, hai
Ranchee, nt Old Alhuiiuerque.
Sunto Fe. New Mexico, August 19, 1907.
filed linllre of hla Intention to make final
Notice is fnereby given that Juan Antovfx:
claim,
r
aupport
of hla
proof In
nio Uurule. of Old Albuquerque. N. '., has
Homestead Entry No. 7,100. made July !, Hied notice of hla Intention to make final
Section 34, Township 3N,
1!02, for the HK
proof In aupport of hla claim,
proof will be Homestead Entry No. 11,4c!, made Mayvl.:
Kanxe 12W, and that aald
IS.
made before H. W. H. Otero, United State. 1907. for the N' 8WV4. Haiti sV?i HWÜ,
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M HEM See. le, Township 10 N, Range 1 W. and 1
07.
on October I,
that said proof will be made before 11. W. S. I I
He names the following wltnesaea to prove Otero. United Statna Court Commissioner at
iIpiwiwBwmiujiwijpMiiJP' H
upon, and culti- Albuquerque, N. M.,' on October 5, 1907.
,
-- Bj
hla
continuous
residence
er
Th
L"7
of, the land, viz: Feliciano Chavea,
j
nnmes the following witnesses o prove
vation
lie
11
hbtio I'reahltn chavea. Salvador llacu. Magdaleno his continuous residence upon, and cultivaMutton al F.Mll.
..
ir- aamae'
Third street.
Baca, all of old Albuquerque. N. M.
tion of, the land, vlx: Cipriano Sanchex, of
,
MANUEL R. OTI5P.O,
pajarito, N. M : Felipe Herrera, of Atrisco,
Register. N. M.: Ellas Chavex, of Albuquerque, N. M.j
FKKSII CALIFORNIA IIEAO I.KTTI'CE,
ANO
4'ORN
HWKKT
Oabrial Chavex, of Albuquerque, N. It.
CAI Lin.OWr.K.
,..
;koMA.NUKI, K. OTEKO,
yiciiKLiK.i!
s ....Mm,ll..miii,.iliiii n
mvrCT potato
AH
Wsnt
I
ry
journal
a
ra,
Morning
phone
w.
n
Register.
ooi.n,
,.
cKRv htoiik.
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MORNlNfl jm RHAL WANT-ABUINU KKXIT.T

a

"BUT IEVIIiS."

COM M KX I1 SC. WEI XZIIM,
Upon the reading of the resignation
of I'rof. Welnzlrl, city chemist and
bacteriologist, Alderman Ilitnley aro.s."
and after delivering a short eulogy of
the work of the official. Introduced a
resolution expressing the council's
leeo appreciation of the work of the
city chemist and regret, at his resigna.
lion, i no resolution wu.- -. iwnM-Prof. Weinzlrl resigns nn account of his removal from the city and
University to take up similar work
nt nn eastern institution.
Chairman llayden of the building,
light and fuel committee, recommended the Installation of electric arc
lights authovcorner of Twelfth and
Itoma. .The lights were ordered placed.
Ordinance 892. ordering that trash
boxes, six feet long, twenty inches wide
n nd fodr feet deep be required In alleys, was passed on Its third reading.
Ordinance 3f3. providing for barrels and buckets on the viaduct to hold
water .for Use in case of tire, was
passed fin Its third reading.
Ordinance 394, fixing the umount of
gnmbliag licenses, was passed on Us
third rending. H provides that all
'issued between now and the
enil of the year expire January 1, 1908,
and In- - at, the rate of $25 per month.
All license to be dated on the tlrst
day of he calendar month In which
they iir Issued. The ordinance amending mv ordinance to tho effect that
skallng rlnk licenser be Issued monthly
was passrd under suspension of the

jua

rnrtj

Got

KESOLl'TlOX VASSK1)

Jornl

I."

spelu ln

the council has betrayed such
If the side
Interest in the matter.
walks are not all in by the next meeting of the council, the walks will be
advertised for bids and built at the
property owners' cost."
aré
At the way the contractors
working now, the city, as far as sideshould be ln
walks are concerned,
pretty good shape by the time the fair
opens next October. The council, however, is determined not to dally any
longer with those who seek to avoid
building their walks.
The mayor reported a complaint
that South Sixth street had been
fenced in and called it to the attention
of the street committee.
Show Uccnso ItoUtuvri for Tom.
A representative of the Tom Franklin dramatic ten show, which Is about
before the
to play here, appeared
council and requested that he be not
In this
playing
day
a
for
$25
taxed
city, as he has a small show and cannot afford to pay such a large fee. He
stated that nowhere In the territory
did he have to pay more than $5 a
day. On motion of Alderman Wllker-so- n
it was voted that the Tom Franklin shows be allowed to appear her
on the payment in advance of $50 for
the week.

Tur
Waul aomethlnxT
Morning
mlumiM ef lh
tlud II tm two aalnutea.

W.
round,1 house......Instinct
... U. Bowes,
I,
C.nn,.. r r,
l. ,
íiiiu mutniiu-"i "i II,. filma

The Sorrowful Tale of the Ter- Phoenix Board of Trade, to Be
ritory Bunch That Went Up Assisted by Other Territorial
;
Against the Flim Flam In the Commercial Bodies in- Move- ' ' "
''merit Against Discrimination,
v Angej Cííy,

Secretary

--

3

?
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PAREIIIS'TME IIOIICE
Now that artioo! in about to begin,
children need good strong shoes. Our
M'hooi tthneii are made to wand the
much mage that tilldrvn give tliem.
Our guarantee goen with every pair.
We will give a KixHial discount of 10
ter rent on all of our twliool tdioes for
Friday and Saturday only.

4, ,1 9Q7

TROUBLES

ARE AIRED III

II

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
LKOX IIKUTZOG, Mgr.

'

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet. THREE COUNTIES SCORE!
216 West Central Avenue.

,,.

ONE DIVORCE APIECE
ft

A"

LOCAL

ITEMS

Half F. Gould, son of Dr. George T.
formerly editor of the Kven-In- g
Citizen, and now on the editorial
staff of the El Paso News, who took
the civil service examination recently
for railway mall clerk, haB received
word that he passed. He leaves this
morning on the Albuquerque-William- s
run, on No. 7. For some time he has
been a clerk In the local postoffice.
Felipe Sanchez, aged seventy-nin- e
years, one of the old residents of
Atrisco, and a wealthy rancher, died
yesterday morning at his home across
the Klo Grande. The deceased Is survived by a widow, one son and two
daughters. The funeral will be held
tomorrow morning from the Atrisco
church. Interment In Atrisco cemetery.
J. W. Fox, of Glnndorf, Ohio, who
has been visiting Mr. Henry Wallen-horhere for some time, left last
night for Colorado Springs, Colo. Mr.
A. H. Moenter, of Lorain, Ohio, Is visiting with Mr. Wallenhorst at present.
A. K. Livingstone, of Ogden, Utah,
arrived In the city yesterday to become the guest of Mr. E. A. Davis,
local Pullman agent, for the winter.
Mr. Livingstone has Just ' completed
his fourth trip around the world.
Jose K. Ourigone, a wealthy sheep
owner of Magdalena, arrived In the
city yesterday, accompanied by his
daughter, who entered the Immaculate Conception school.
C. A. Hudson and I. Cox and their
families, who spent Saturday, Sunday
and Monday up In the Manzano mountains, east of the city, returned home
yesterday.
W. N. Howden, formerly with the
Victor Fuel and Iron company, of
Victor, Colo., has Joined the local
staff of the Harvey curio rooms.
Seventy-fiv- e
horses from Klo Puerco nassed across the Párelas bridge
They
Monday en route to Missouri.
were shipped east yesetrday.
Benevolent
The
meets this afternoon at 1:30 at
Clancy.
the office of Mr. F. W.
Dr. M. Muhlleerg, of Switzerland,
touring the southwest, arrived In the
cltv yesterday.
T. H. Cary, ot Las Cruces, spent
yesterday In Albuquerque.

THE WKATIIER.
hours ending
For the twenty-fou- r

6 o'clock yesterday afternoon:
94: miniMaximum temperature,
mum, 46; south winds; partly cloudy.

at

Id the event that you should not re- reive your morning paper telephone
the Foetal Teletravb Company, glvlnl
name and aitdresa and the paper will
be delivered

by a apeclal
Telephone MJ.

Says Gay Lothario' Squandered.; Her $3,000
and Skidooed The Probate
Court In Session,

Viola Howárd

Gouln.

OF INTEREST

messenger.

st

if

Three divorce suits were'flled In the
district court yesterday, each alleging
desertion and abandonment. There
was one each for Bernalillo, Valencia
and McKinley counties.
The first action was that of Julio
Sanches against Concepción Rula de
Sanchez for Valencia county. The
plaintiff states that she and the dependent were married at Roswell, N.
M., July 12, 1891, by a Catholic priest,
and that six children were born to
them.
On September 6, 19(16. the plalntl'f
alleges that her husband, the defendant, deserted her without cause, and
has since failed to support herself or
children.
O.
A. Burtner.
of Albuquerque,
against May B. Burtner. Is the next
Is
alleged as the
action. Desertion
cause of the suit.- The couple were
married at Pomona, Kas., January 4,
1890, and lived together till May 1.
1892, when the defendant left her better half.
On October 1, 1901, the plaintiff
and defendant made up and lived together until April 18, 1906, when Mrs.
Burtner again left her "happy home."
The third suit Is entitled Viola V.
Howard versus Charles H. Howard,
and Is from McKinley county. Mrs.
Howard, the plaintiff avers that when
she married Howard In Holbrook,
Ariz., on May 9, 1095. she was a widow with several children,
and had
mnnpv
Khp ..nllpcre thílt the
, t.t nnu In
j .....
money
squandered
and
the
defendant
then deserted her.
The three plaintiffs pray that the
court divorce them, besides granting
them what relief It sees fit,
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you naveni Deen wearing
Hart Schaffnef & Mar'r
clothes, maybe your exi: '
périence with cotton mixed, "mercerized" fabrics
has taught you something.
Have your clothes kept
shape? Do you feel sat-- ,
isfied with them? Have
they prove dto be worth
the price? Maybe you'll
take our advice this fall
and get into the best.
Hart Schaffner & Marx
use none but pure wool
fabrics; or wool and silk.
It's the only thing worth
buying in Clothes.
We sell these goods.

'

''?

THINK A MINUTE
Last month we furnished eleven homes In this city, complete
from top to bottom. Our customers Old not have to go out of our
store for a single article. Each one of these sales Is a standing ad-- :
vertisement for us. If you are thinking of furnishing a house,
either complete or partially, let us give you the names of the parties.
Call on them loolat the furniture, and get the prices. Find out
why we sold them in direct, open and fair competition. Then we'll
get your business that's what WE want.
pur plan Is to furnish credit any way desired, consistent with an
enterprising,
business. To sell only good goods at very
reasonable prices. 'We want your business on that basis only. "

Gradl,
Santa Ft' yesterday.
yesterday
Ml mr Vira Graham left
morning for an outlne In the Peco
country.
PrpHident I. A. Dye. of the Domingo
Lumber company, went up to Domingo yesterday.
I Í
Register of the Territorial Ijind Office M. H. Otero returned to Kunttt Fe
yesterday morning.
Born, Monday, to Mr, and Mr.
Harry Benjamin, 'of 514 West Marquette, a iflrl baby.
Max Kalter,
salesman for Adolf
CENTRAL Am CLÓTHIEK.
Sellginun, of Santa Fe.. Is in the city
on personal business.
Frank Klrster and wife leave this
morning on an extended trip to Chicago and eastern points.
n
Dr. C. V.
and her
assistant, MIhs Stoll, left last night for
Michigan for a month's vacation.
C. P. Darroch of the Cahlll, Swift
Manufacturing company of St. Louis,
la In the city calling on the trade.
Mrs. C. D. Anderson, of Salem, Ore.,
formerly of this city, has returned
Concealment or Publicity Which f
here to spend the full and winter.
Business
enterprlaea may be roughly
A. C. Stevenson, of Toledo, O., Is
classed as those which will prosper from
visiting his brother, It. D. Stevenson,
Jt'DGE J RSI'S HOMF.no
publicity, and those which will not
HAS BUSY SESSION
of the Monarch Grocery company.
No very reputable business will prosper
profrom concealment and secrecy.
regular
of
No worthsession
the
At
the
P. liuhr, advance agent of the PawRpenlal prices nn alt eiecrne fixtures nnd
while buxlness will full to prosper from the
nee Kill shows, arrived in Albuquerque similes until September 1. at Nash Klectrleal bate court yeRterday morning, the fol right
sort of publicity.
yesterday to plaster the town with ad- Supply o.. tut W. Central avenue. Phone i. lowing matters were attended to imare not advertisers
próbate Judge Jesus Romero:
vertising matter.
are.
L. M. O'Kannon, the Barcias Grays'
Hurslars should prefer
testament
of
will
nnd
The
last
adequate
concealment merchants adequate
Patricio Ooniiules, editor of "La Pitcher, disabled Monday In Socorro Rellitas Fernandez de Gonzales
was
publicity.
s
Opinion Publica," was taken to St. by Pitcher Hagerman, who threw an proven and admitted to probate. ManAll kinds of roul and wood.
striking O'Kannon In the ab- uel y Lopez was appointed executor
Joseph's hospital yesterday, after an
FKK8II nRESSKÜ'rOri.TRT
FOR YOUR
illness of three weeks.
domen and putting him out of the without bond.
Sl.NDAV IUN.NKR
CITY MAKKKTv
returned home last night.
The Misses Murcie and Marguerite game,
y
Lopez
petition
Carlos
of
The
Chad wick have left for Kansas City, O'Kannon had lemarkable control. He Ruiz praying to be appointed admin
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
HOHNIKO JOURNAL WANT ADS
after a Visit with their brothers, struck out every man that faced him istrator
the estate of Isabelita Gar
Charles and Will Chad wick, of this up to the seventh inning, when he was cia de of
,vBKINKK8i;!.T8
Lopez was approved.
Bond
I'HONK 4.
city.
Young Sandoval pitched
disabled.
Chief Inspector, D. D. Itronson, of the remainder of the game. Manager $200.
report
Girard
of
Jennie
final
The
'ASSORTMENT
A
WR
CARRY
HOICK
Sothe forest service, accompanied by K. Padilla said last night that the
,f OF URIH'KRIKN A5fl KK'IIÜI.IKIJ BRAND
Mrs. Gragoie, administratrix
S. Chapman, of the service, leaves to- corro team would come here at any and
the estate of Claude Girard, deceas- HAS NO KUAI.. I'HO.NK VOI R ORIlF.R
day for a tour of the national forests time that the Grays could secure ed,
was approved and the adminis- AND BK ( ON VIM hi). 118 V. UOI.O AVK- ANTHRACITE
all alies.
of Arizona.
Traction park. The Karelas Grays are
Nl'K, I'HO.NK gafl.
discharged.
Mrs. C. O. Harrison and daughter. wondering whether the Gerónimos got tratrix
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